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Abstract
According to the Employment Equity Act and the Federal Contractors
Pmgrnm employment equity is mandatory in universities. The main purpose of
the study was to examine the Employment Equity documentation and Compliance
Review Reports from eight Canadian universities to determine the emplo~'ment
situation 01 women. 1\ comparative analysis of variables by sex and by rank was
carried out with specific emphasis on salary, age, occupation. years ofscrvice and
education.
From the documents reviewed. it seems evident that universities have been
unable to nddress inequities amongstthcir workforce in spite of their significant
commitment to the principles of employment equity. These inequities appear in
salary nnd occupational category differences. On average, across all the
universities included in this study. males arc remunerated significantly higher than
females. Women seem substantially excluded from academic positions, from
career mlvuncemenl in non-academic ranks and from most senior academic,
lldministrative and support positions. The data indicate that men are
\,\'erreprc~nted in the higher classification ralll(s and women at the lower.
Women arc underrepresented in academic departments and salary differentials have
indicm-:d the favouring of men in all academic ranks and non-academic
·ii·
classifications. There arc obvious inequities '.\·ilhin c1assilication !c\'els 'oS m:1l
whieh cannot be exph:ined by differences in (lgc or YC(lrs of scrvic..•. Ilccausc Hll'
majority of universities surveyed failed to provide data 011 ..,<lucatilln levels it was
difficult \0 determine the eITcct of educational dilrerences. Sume 01' the
universities failed to provide llny clcM distinctions with regard ttl tleeupali'lilal
category. salary, years of service or age for faculty lmd Stalrelllp!lI}'.......S.
Although it appears that discrimination, as the literature suggests. n\:ly he
occurring al a variety of levels, at the hiring or promoli(.:\ stage. for instilnec. the
documents do little to identify specific barricrs to womcn's m.lvam:clI1enl. This is
a key issue. Presumably, employment equity policies have as their gllal thl.'
elimination of historical inequities, just as <.:omplian<.:e review rl.'1X1rts arc Cxrceled
to serve as a critical process in the identification of harriers and in the
implementation and monitoring of action plans. Yet the doel1l11cntatitJn implies
discrimination, while providing little direclion fur change.
·iii·
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CHAPTE:R 1
TilE: PROBLEM
Sine..: 1970, when the Royal Comllli~sion (m Ih..: Status Ill' Wtllll..:n r~·k;lSl.'J
its historic report. Canadillns <lcross till.; l<lnJ lmw be..:n CIlllcerlH:d ahout
employment equity. According to the Emnloyment Fyuity: The Fedeml
Contractors Program <1986-199]), the Federal Government lx.'l:ame ;l1vn[vcd hy
introducing the Employment Equity Act and the Fcdcml C\lOtl'llctors Program.
These programs, designed to address tlte elimination of occupational sex-typing
imb<llanccs in the proportion of women and men in scniur positions. haw raved
thc way for the introduction of affirmative action and emrloymcnt C<luity
programs in many workplaces. The cxpecttltiol1 is tlwt these programs wIllIIJ
enable more women to move into senior administratiun positions. The movement
however has been slow to take hold. Why the process seems so p'linfully gradual
is open to various intcrpretations as some argue that womcn thcmsclves 'Ire
partially respon~ible for being underrepresented while othcn; contend that f:.ldnrs
outside of women's control have played roles in restricting female (lurtidpatil1l1
in the workroree. Furthermore, in terms of pay equity, women arc, on average.
still paid less than their male counterparts, even those with competitive educational
qualifications and work experience. This thc~is will focus on wtlmCn in the
university setting with particular reference to eight universities in Canada. The
main purpose is to e.\(umine the Employment Equity documentation and
(oll1pli:mee Review Reports which have been prepared by :1 S3mple of universities
ttl determine the st:1tus of women employed in th('<;c C:ln:ldian universities.
Employment Equity documents and Compliance Review Reports arc documents
prepured hy university officials to aid in determining if there lire employment
C(luitics and to indicate the commitment on behalf of the institution to the
principlcs of employment equity. 1\ comparative analysis of variables by sex and
hy nmk will be conducted with specific cmph:lsis on salary. age. occupation. years
ofscrvicc and educntioll.
StatcnJrnf or The Problem
According to the Human Rights Act, Employment Equity Legislation nnd
the Fedcml Contractors Program. discriminntion bnscd on gender is strictly
lilrbiddcll. Although Employment Equity SlUdies and Compliance Reviews have
bccn cundueted at lhe majority of Canadi:ln universities. the evidence shows that
discrimination is npparently still occurring. Universities are unique institutions.
Not only do they strive for excellence in tenching and rese:lreh. but they arc :llso
dlnrgcd by lheir nature to examine. analyze and criticize the values and goals of
society. Thus it is neeesS3ry to consider where universities sland with regard to
the participmion of women in their ranks.
The general purpose of this sludy is 10 idenlil)'. describe and analyze
Employmcnt Equity documcntntion lind Compliance Rcvicw RCI)OTts fwtll sekctcll
universities to rletermine the employmcnt status of women.
Rese:trch Questions
TIle ovcrall objective of this study is 10 conduct a cumparalive mmlysis or
eight universities in Canada to examinc Ihe employmcnt 51,ltUS 01' wUlllcn with
rcgard to employment cquity. Thc specific rescarch qucstions tlrc:
According to the information contained wilhin thc I:rnploymcnt
Equity and Compliance Review Reports from the cight S<lmplcd
universities, whal steps havc been tllken to implement cmployment
equity?
2. Are there incquities in terms of sex .md rank. lind if so. where do
they oecur?
3. For which employmcnt cate~orics of wnrkcrs, e.g. faculty.
administrative statT. do inequities. if any. cxi.~I'!
4. Are there inequities whieh nrc unique to s['lecilic institutions lIT lItC
they common lIcross all?
5. What arc thc implications of inequities. if any'?
SiJ;nificancc of the Study
1\ significant amount of research has been conducted regarding
Employment Equity Programs and Compliance Reviews for many businesses and
universities in Canuda. However. there is little research focusing specifically on
the information provided in these documents. Thus, it is not yet known if these
institutions hnve employment prnctices, policies nnd procedures in place that are
equilnble to nil employees. This study will provide a snapshot of women in
universities, while heightening aWilreness of the siluiltion ilS it currently exists.
Thus. this study should provide some inccntive for implementing policies whieh
ensure equitnble employment practices and procedures that comply with
Ell1['1luymcnt Equity legislation and lhc guidelines of the Federal Contractors
l'rogT:l11l.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to eight Canadian universities focusing on Compliance
l{cvicw and/or Employment Equity documentation with respect to employment
['Inlcticcs regarding women. The Employment Equity Legislation and the Federal
(\lIltrnctors Program requires employers with 100 or more employees who bid on
tcdcml goods llnd services 10 certify their commitment 10 employment equity. TIle
1cgislmiul1 spccilically targets four distinct groups: women, aboriginal peoples,
disabled persons and persons who. because of their race or colour. lIrc vi~iblc
minorities. However, the intent of this examinntioll is to rllCU~ ~p~cilic;llly \Ill
employment e4uity of female stoff in particular Canadian uni\'Crsili~s.
Scveml faclors will have a limiting effect on the validity, rdinhilit), and
generalizability of the findings uf this study, These factor.; rcl:uc til:
documentation comparability: 2. limited access; and 1 the lileuS of the study:
I. Documentation Comparability:
Certain documents. obtained from the various universities regarding c11Iflluymcnt
equity, may have been completed over five yenrs ago whereas other uoculllcnts
may be fllirly current. Although a thorough nnalysis of the research uesigll
undertaken by the various institutions in question is not possihlc,lIcontent mmlysis
of the infonnation obtllined wi11 attempt to compensate for this limitlltion. ('untclI(
lInlllysis liS 1I research methodology is aimed at producing descriptive infnmmtiotl;
it is useful for checking research findings obtained from other studies; ;UlU cun he
lIscd to explore relationships and to test theories.
2. Limited Access:
fhe researcher will not have access 10 the information used to producc the Iinal
reports from these universities since the dala compiled is confidential lind not
available for viewing. Therefore, the documents reviewed will he. lilr lhc m()~l
part, without the original statistical dMn as it was obtained from the cmfll()ycc.~.
J. fucus ufthe Siudy:
The focus ufthe study is eight Cllnadian universities selected randomly. stratified
by region (two universities each from Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario and Western
l'ulluda). Therefore, the generaliznbility of the findings will be limited to the type
of university selected.
Ddinition Of Terms
I\s there is standard and legal employment equity terminology used by
cmrloyers. direct quotes arC used, Below is a selection of terms used throughout
the thesis:
Dc~criptivc Conct'nfual Tcrm~
ADVERSE IMPACT: "The negati ve effect of an employment practice or process
on any identifiable group, Di~crep:mcics reve:lJed by d:lta analysis (for instance,
of internal ua!:1 on gender and salary, or of iotern:ll and external data on numbers
ofmcn nnd women inthe workforcc):IfC an indication of possible diserimination.
pointing to n need for further investigation". (Council of Ont:lrio Universities,
Fnmloymcnt Equity For Women: A University Handbook. 1988, p. 229)
AVAILABILITY DATA: ·Consists of information about the external labour
market :lIld provide an estimate of women nnd minority group mcmhers in th ...
population from which employees arc drawn. These dllln nrc delin ...d in terms Ill'
geographical distribution. occupational groups and qualifications". lCoundl ~lr
Ontario Universities. Employment Equity For Women: A University Illll~.
198B. p. 52)
DESIGNATED (OR TARGET) GROUPS: "Groups selected as lhe lilcus {If
employment equity programmes beeause their labour market experience reveals
long-standing patterns of high unemployment. lower than average p"y r:ltes or
concentration in [ow status jobs. The following groups "f Cunndian or pcrlllallctll
residents in Canada have been designated under the Employment Equity Act and
Federal Contractors Program: women, aboriginal peoples. persons with dislinilities
and persons who are, because of their race or colour. in a visible minurity".
(Council of Ontario Universities. Employment Equity For Women: A University
~, 1988, p. 229)
EMPLOYMENT BARRIERS: "Employment practices, policies. or systems that
have an adverse impact on women's participation in the workforce and which arc
nol related to job needs or to the safety and efficiency of business operations"_
((ouneil of Ontario Universities. Employment Equity For Women: A University
lliD.d!mQk, 1988. p_ 230)
EMI'LOYMENT EQUITY; "A Comprehensive planning process adopted by an
employer to:
identify and eliminate discrimination in the organi7.lltion's employment
procedures and policies;
remedy the cffctts of past discrimination;
cnsure appropriote representation of women throughout an employer's work
loree." (Council ofOntnrio Universities. Emp!oyment Equity For Women-
A Univcrsity Handbook, 1988, p. 230)
EQUAl rAY FOR WORK OF EQUAL VALUE QR PAY EQUITY;
"Determination of compensation through the comparison of dissimilar jobs within
111I organization. Thc volue ofajob is defined in terms of the value of the work
tll the cmplo}'er rather than on the basis of labour related conditions. This
compensation process is dependent upon a bias-free job evaluation system. Equal
p:lY tor work OfCqulll value is not synonymous with the concept of equal pay for
equal work". (Council ofOntnrio Universities. Enmhwmcnt Equity For Women:
A University Handbook 1988, p. 230)
FEDERAL CONTRACTORS PROGRAM: "... requires thut employers with al
least 100 employees who bid on redcral goods and services contracts certify their
commitment to employment equity." (Employment and Immigmtioll Cmmda. 1(1)2
Annual report: cmployment cquity act, 1992, p. 3)
"The program requires contl1lctors (0 implement Employment Equity measurcs.
... the identification and removal of artificial barriers to the ~clcctioll, hiring,
promotion and training of women, a'ooriginal peopk'S, pcrson~ with uisahilities,
and visible minorities. As well, contractors will take steps to impruvc the
employment status of these designated groups by incrca.~ing their partieip;ltioll ill
all levels of employment". (Employment and Immigration CUn<lUll, FciJcnll
contractors program fact sheet 1986)
FLOW DR TRANSACTION DATA: "These terms arc u~d inlcrchimgcuhly.
Such data consist of indicators of change or movement into and within jobs and
show how women fare in the employment processes". (Council nr Ontarin
Universities, Employment Equity For Women: 1\ University I!andhook, 19RH, fl.
52)
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GENDER HARASSMENT; "Derogatory, discouraging comments or aUitudes
about the members of one sex which make it hard for them to contribute well, to
work at nn optimum level or 10 be accepted us equals in the classroom or the
workforce." (Council of Ontario Universities. Employment Equity Fa' }''lmen:
A University Handbook, 1988. p. 231)
NON-TRADITIONAl JOBS: "Occupations which have gcner:llly been filled by
either women or men 10 the exclusion of the olher gender." (Council of Ontario
Universities, Employment Equity For Women: A University Handbook, \988, p.
231)
OCCUPAflONAL SEGREGATION: "The tendency to hire either women or men
lor particular jobs. Occupational segregation is reflected in the fact that women
ure presclltly concentrated within a narrow range of occupations ·approximately
60% of female workers arc clustered in 20 of 500 occupations, primarily in
clerical. sales and service occup;ltions. In contrast, male workers are more evenly
distributed throughout the occupational structure". (Council of Ontario
Universities. Emnlpyment Equity For Women" AUniversity H30dbook. 1988, p.
::!31)
PROPORTIONATE REPRESENTATION: "TIle rcprcscnt<ltionofwol1\cn within
a company's workforce when it is equival~nt to th~ distrihntion o(t1unlilit'tl
women within the labour force ns a whole." (Council of Ontnrio Universitics,
Employment Equity For Women' A Univcrsity H:II1dbook, 198M. p, 231)
QUOTAS: "Fixed numbers set by an employer to increase the represcntation or
women to a certain level by a certain time. Quotas arc onclI thought In imply
imposing a mnndatory number of women in positions for which they nmy or rnuy
not qualify." (Council of Qntario Universities. Emnloymcnt Equity For Women:
A University Handbook, 1988. p, 231)
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION: "Employment prllCliccs. systems. und
support mechanisms designed to accommodate differences so that nn individuill
or group experiences reduced neeess to employment opportunities or henclits
because of thcirSClt. race or color, or disability. !I. rcasonable nccomnmdation fur
one individual or group can benefit all employCt:s." (Council of Onl<lrio
Universities. Emnloyment Equity for Women: A University Ilundhonk, 1988, fl.
232)
SEX DISCRIMINATION: "Any actions which deny opportunities. privileges or
12
basic human rights on the basis of gender." (Council of Ontario Universities,
Employment Equity For Women: A University Handbook, 1988, p. 232)
SEXUAL HARASSMENT: "Any sexually-related act, practice, comment or
suggestion thai interferes with an employee's job or job performance or threatens
his or her economic livelihood." (Council of Ontario Universities,~
Equity For Women- A University Handbook, 1988, p. 232)
SPECIAL MEASURES OR SPECIAL PROGRAMMES: "Measures, such as
targeted recruitment or special training initiatives, aimed primarily at correcting
employment imlmlanccs stemming from past discrimination", (Council ofOntario\
Universities, Employment Equity For Women' A University Handbook, 1988,
1'.232)
SYSTEMIC DISCRIM1NATlON: "Also referred to os structural, constructive or
institutional discrimination. Employment policies or practices based on criteria
thai arc neither job-relnted nor required for safety and efficiency. Such
discrimination cxists even when there is no intent to discriminate". (Council of
Ont"rio Universities_ Employment Equity For Women' A University Handbook,
1988. p. 232)
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Polic)' Tcrm~
CERTIFICATION: "To qualify for a fedeml contrac\. a company must be
certified. The company must submit ils bid with a Certilicalc of Commitment,
promising to abide by 5pCl:ific criteria to implement employment c4uity.
Certificate ofCommitment {onus accompany the bidding ['lackagc~ and require the
signature or the chief executive officer." (Employment and Immigration Canadn.
Employment equity: The federal conlmctofs nrogrnm, 1986-]991. p. 7)
CLERICAL WORKERS: 'Employees performing predominantly llon-munul1[
clerical work, regardless of difficulty; e.g., book-keeping and accounting clerks.
word processing (Ipcrators, clerks and typists, library clerks. telephone operators.
(Council orOnluno Universities. Employment Equity For Women: A University
Handbook, 1988. p. 64)
COMPLIANCE REVI~: "Contmctors with I00 or more cmployc...'S and a
government contract of atlenst $200,000 arc eligible rora compliance review. Tn
ensure fairness, selection of companies is random. The review is u lwo-purl
process. The first review checks for Bplan oraetion thai meets program criteria,
Fep staff first audit all documcnllllion supporting the orgnnij'Dlion's plan, a
process known asndcsk-audil. Anon·site review follows. Thercare alsofnllow·
I'
up reviews to determine whether the workforce and employment practices have
aClually changed for the better." (Employment and Immigration Canada.
Employment equity' The federal contractors program, 1986-1991, p. 8)
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE: "A legislated requirement which requires
contractors with the federal government or other levels of government, such as
municipalities. to have a working employment equity programme." (Council of
Ontario Universities, Employment F-auity For Women' A UniverSity Handbook,
1988. p. 229)
ENFORCEMENT: "A contractor who fails 10 meet its commitment may face
smctions. In the case of non-compliance, the Minister of Employment and
Immigrution Canada can ask the contracting department to begin enrol :ement
proceedings. If D contractor's efforts are deficient. a compliance officer may
negotiate [l reasonable time for ccrtain minimum requirements lobe mel. As a last
mcasure, companies found in non-compliance can be disqualified from being
nwarded future federal contracts." (Employment and Immigration Canada,
Fmployment cqllitY' The federal conlrnctors program 1986-1991, p.8)
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENTS: "After a compliance review, contractors can
I;
question negative review findings through an independent IL~scssmcnl."
(Employment and Immigration Canada, Employment t'lJUjty: Til,,: 1!.'tIcr:l1
contractors program, 1986~ 1991. p. 8)
IMPLEMENIATION: "When a controci is recdvcu. (\ ccrlilicd cump.my must
develop a plan of action with goals and timetables loachicvc the Following results:
remove barriers to the employment ond promotion of designated
groups; and
increase the participation of designated group mcmhcrs thmughoul the
contrattor's organization," (Employment and Immigration Cunada.
Emnloyment equity' The federal contrilctors prol!fum. 1986·1991. p. 7)
MIDPLE AND OTHER MANAGERS: "Those TL'Cciving instructions from upper
level managers and administering policy and operation through subordinlltc
managers, supervisors or department heads; e.g., assistant and associate viet_
presidents, directors, deans, viee deans, registrars. managers". (Council til'
Ontario Universities, Employment Equity For Women- /I University Ilandhook.
1988,p.64)
PROFESSIONALS: "University graduntesor formally trained. onen member!! of
16
a professional association; e.g. professors, engineers, lawyers. accountants,
librarians", (Council of Ontario Universities, Employment Equity For Women'
/\ University HllOdbook. 1988, p. 64)
SEMI·PRorESSIONALS AND TECHNICIANs: "Employees with knowledge
equivalent \0 about two years of post-secondary education, often with specialized
on-Ihe-job training; e.g., lC'Chnicians lind technologists. draft persons, writers and
editors", (Council of Ontario Universities. Employment Equity For Women' A
University Handbook, 1988, p. 64)
SERVICE WORKERS: "Employees who provide personal services; e.g., chefs.
security guards. childcarc workers. housekeepers". (Council of Ontario
Universities, Emnloyment Equity For Women: A University Handbook, 1988, p.
M)
SUPERVISORS: "Non.management, first line eo-ordinators of white collar
(clerical and service) employees; e.g., supervisors of clerical staff, of food and
bevcragc prepnralion". (Council of Ontario Universities, Employment Equity For
Womcn: II University Handbook. 1988, p. 64)
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UPPER I EVE! MANAGEMENT: "Emplo)'l:Cs holding the- most scnimposiliolls:
those responsible for policy and slT3tCgic planning. for directing and contTlllling.
the functions of the organization: e.g.. presidents. provosts. vice presidents".
(Council ofOnlario Universities. Emnloyment Equity \:nr Women: 1\ University
Handbook, 1988, p. 64)
Orgllnization or The Study
This study is presented in livc chapters. Following Chapter I which
Jescribcs the study, its purpose, significance and rcsctlrch questions lUlU provides
definitions of pertinent terms used throughollt is Charier 2 which provides II
review of policy nod academic literature as well as rcsctlrch pertaining to the issue
of women's employment and employment equity. Clmpler 3 pro\,;dcs an ovcrvicw
of the characteristics and objectives of the research mcthorlology. Chaptcr 4
provides the summnries of the Compliance Reviews and Employmcnl Equity
Studies from the eight Universities and an ovcrnll summnry regarding the findings
as related to the issue of employment equity. An inlerpretation of findings in
relation to the research questions and the broader context of employment equity
as well as their practical implications and areas for further research is presenled
in the final ehaptcr.
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CliArTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
Women's Work In The Lllbour- Force
Women have traditionally worked in all areas of economic life but
Ihrou~houL history they have been excluded from positions of higher authority,
clustered ill lower occupational classifications and remunerated with wages lower
limn their male counterparts. Bradley (1989) slates that women' s work hus
routinely been seen as less valuable and important than work conducted by men,
claiming lhut during the Victorian era men's work was an important source of
social and personal identity, while women were focused on their domestic roles
as homemakers and mothers. Klein (1973) claims that "before the agricultural and
industrial revolution there was hardly any job which was not to be performed by
women" and "No work was too hard, no labour too strenuous, to exclude them"
(p. 525). Bradley indicates that industrialization and capitalism increased
segregation and destroyed or limited the traditional skills of women and, in fact,
tlmt "the 18805 and 1890s were perhaps the key period in laying down the patterns
of scgrel1.ation and scx·typing on which the currcnt sexual divisions in employment
arc lounded" (po 223). By the beginning of the twenticth century this pattern of
segregation was well entrenched and seems to have persisted over the century with
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very little change. Bradley concludes that men feared loss of authority .mo status
as women left the home to work; one way to offset this threat W<lS to ensure thai
segregation at work served to maintain women in 3n inferior position.
Klein (1973) siaies that during the twentieth century women's work WliS
inferior and subordinate. compensated at a lower mlc. and unskilled. It was the
dreadful working conditions during the industrial revolution thaI increased
women's concern about social problems. She asserts that while women were
fighting poverty, slavery and disease they were, at thc same lime. clnmouring. for
equal opportunities and higher education for women. She contends Ihll\ WOll1en
felt "by creating new openings for women and by furnishin~ evidence of their
ability to work they contributed to the future improvement orwomen\; position..."
(p. 535). Additionally she argues that ideological factors such as individullli~l
philosophy and democratic ideology were important in creating a desire for equal
opportunity.
More recently, Ryan (1992) indiclltes that two importanl results of women
striving for social reform was the development of conlidence in their abilities to
accomplish goals and the increasing awareness of their personal worth as females.
For women's rights activists. education was secn as a chance for women to
improve women's lives and a mear,s by which they could change traditional views
of women. Thus, according to Ryan, educated women s\:Irted the women's
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movement by educating society about thc injustice of women's position. in the
hope thai their efforts would result in equitable laws and practices. As she
dcscrihcs it, "when the woman's movement began many people had never
seriously cntcnaincd the thoughtlhat women's role might be differently arranged
than it wus" (p. 10).
The feminist movement orlhe 1960's gave rise to consciousness-raising
rcgnrding women's oppression. Educ3tion was one of the first areas which
uttractcd Ihe attention of academic feminists in Ihe 1960's and 1970's, largely
hccausc cduc3tional practice tcnded 10 reinforce gender stereotypes. Crompton and
Sanderson (1990), claiming Ihat males were educated for employment whereas
lcmalcs were educated for domesticity. stale that "In the 19405, 19505 and early
19605. practical subjects for boys were woodwork and metalwork; needlework and
cookery were reserved for girls" (p. 54). Males were encouraged to pursue
technical careers for long·term careers while females were encouraged to pursue
domeslic or careers in nursing and secretarial work.
Meyer (1991) states that it was during the feminist movement of the 1960's
thut women starled to rc,lIizc that their decisions and choices had consequences on
:Il:lr~cr sochll sctlle t1nd that the personal choices and decisions they made usually
cunformed to demands from outside sources. Similarly, Cohen (1995) contends
IImt the feminist movement of the 1960's and 1970's centred on the issues
"
surrounding women' 5 work. with particular tlltl'nlion 10 rmid work. where
differences could be measured and made ilpparcnt as convincing argumenls for
chilngc. She further slales thai ftlncqualitics arc olien obscured by what apflI.":m;
to be 'natural' or is customary. Unequal work bclWl:cn men and women W;IS long
regarded as a normal feature of our culture" (1'1. 83).
Equal pay for equal work legislation became a reality in the latc 1960's as
a result of the feminist movement and research that uncovered vast discrcp'lIlc1cs
between the incomes of males and females. However. as Armslrt';lg mill
Annstrong (1992) claim. equal pay lcgislulion was faulty liS it was open III Jihcral
interpretations, carried insignificant penalties lor noncompliullcc and llrr1icu only
to a few organiznlions. Furthermore, the legislation implied that pay l.:quity was
only a slight problem that affected only a lew female employees. As they
describe it, ~In general, the legislation suggested that the widespread pr;u.:ticc (II'
paying women low wages was justified and necessary, a mallcr of wOl11en's
productivity or women's choices" (p. 297).
As a result of ineffectual legislation and the slow rale of progress in
achieving equal pay for equal work, women in central Canada from all ureas nt'
the workforce joined together to form the Equal Pay Coalition in Ontario with the
objective of putting pressure on govemmentto change its legislation. As a resull,
the government of Ontario instituted the Pay Equity Act in 1987 which Armstrong
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and Armstrong sec as a major victory for the Coalition. "No longer could pay
diITerences be dismissed as minor inequities resulting from a few employers
und<.:rpaying women or from women's choices and inadequacies" (p. 299).
I rowevcr much a victory thc new legislation was in recognizing the right
to equal pay for equal work and bringing women's issues in employment to the
forefront it is still, according to Armstrong lind Armstrong (1992) "unlikt:ly to
improve significllntly the wages of all women in the short run, although in thc
long run it may alter "common sense" ilnd enhance women's political strength as
well as their consciousness" (p. 313). They declare thaI although the pay equity
legislation implies corrections and amendments to thc salaries of females. very few
women will gain. There arc so few men and women within the same occupational
catcgoric~ that meaningful comparisons and adjustments are dinicult. As well.
hccausc there arc many organizations th.....t "are too small to be covered under the
legislation. fcw women in these organizations can expect an equitable work
environment. They stale liS well that while many employers arc conducting job
evaluations. whallhcsejob evaluation schemes serve to do is to expand the control
of the cmployer. make job qualifications more rigid and cause (;.visions and
separations :l1llOng employees. Finully, Armstrong and Armstrong claim that the
hnule for improved compensation is not likely to be realized because the
ovcrseeing of this is being removed from females and turned over to consultant
firms.
Thus. although women have obtnined lcgalnlld political rights. have greatcr
access to higher education. profcssionaljobs nnd legislation is in placc to prohibit
discrimination in cmployment. they have seen little ehangc in their situatiun.
Occupational segregation in paid work has diminished vcry lillie.
Current Thinking On Employment Equity For Wnnll~n
As Coyle (1988) suggests "It is tcmpting to seck a univcrsal 'causc' for thc
common features of female employment plltlerns. yet there is no simple
explanation for the differentiation of women's employmcnt" (p. 7). lnstem!. a
number of explanations have been put forward in the litenllurc.
One explanation concerns the notion of the "glas.'> ceiling" whieh i.~ seen
transparent bllrrier that restrnins women from rising abovc ccrtllin
occupational levels in organizations. Morrison, Whitc. Velsor llntl The Center For
Creative LClldership (1987) maintllin thllt numerous women have lahourcd lilr il
position at the senior elnssification levels "only to find a glass cciling iJclw(:cn
them and their goal" (p. 13). They state that this gl3Ss ceiling is not a barrier
based on a person's ability to succeed at higher employmenllevc1s but rathcr an
obstruction mellnt to keep females from advancing hased on their gender. J lunt
(1993) found thaI men do nol experience such a glass ceiling and arc uhlc tn
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advance much faster 10 top roles in organizations. Morrison ct al (1987) claim
that tllthough it is hard to break through the glass ceiling. there are a number of
women who have been able to accomplish it. However, because the glass ceiling
exists at various occupational levels within organizations, the women who do
progress through the ranks lend to fall short of the senior management title within
each classification. They go on 10 explain that this occurs because senior
executives often promote only males who arc like themselves as there is a certain
uneasiness about <ldmitting women into the executive group. They contend that
"There arc still some people who believe that women should be paid and otherwise
rewarded less than men" (p. 125). They suggest furthermore that women need
more luck and ability 10 get ahead because of the barriers that they face claiming
it is only "luck in combination with competence and support" that makes it
possible to brcak through the glass ceiling (p. 137).
Morrison and her colleagues also claim that even as women break through
the gltlss ceiling they face another obstacle, "a wall of tradition and stereotype that
scpumtes them from the top executive level. This wall keeps women out of the
inner sanctum of senior management, the core of business leaders who wield the
greatest power" (p. 14). They declare that after breaking through the glass ceiling
many women realize that they will not make it to the uppermost management
circles; they arc in a bottleneck ,"ith no room 10 advance further; and any support
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they previously had has now disappeared. The positions that women obtain utler
breaking through the glass ceiling arc orten those which arc nlll eonsidcred crucial
10 the organization. Furthermore. they nrc frequently not oOcrcd thc assignmcnts
or experience that would train thcm for even highcr ranking positions. Thcyalso
state that although male senior executives consider it risky 10 adv('lc,ltc II wormm
for a senior position. some do because their own careers would be enhanccd irtlle
female succeeded. This type of risk-taking secms rare howcver at the most seniur
levels. According to Morrison and her col1engues. it is only with help.
encouragement and support from the mosl senior levels thaI women will hreak
through both the glass ceiling and the wall of tradition and advance to senior
executive positions.
Peitchinis (1989) gives nnother explanation for employmcnt incquilies hy
Slating that "discrimination occurs in the selection, interviewing. and hiring process
in the assignment of work responsibilities. in promotions. <lOd in pay" (p. 12). Ilc
provides three reasons for oecupationnl and employment discriminalion: prejudice,
tradition and ceonomic advantage. As hc explains it, prejudicial discrimination is
of a personal nature. The employer simply docs nol wish to employ women; mcn
do not wish to work with women; or customers do not like being scrved hy
women. Discrimination based on tradition is innieled by employers whu arc nol
willing to treat females as important employees in the workforce. Cohen ()995)
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states that male employees hold the idea that women's work is less productive then
men's work and women do not need the same pay as males because they only
supplement the family's income. Peitchinis states that the worst form of
discrimination is that practiced for economic advantage when "the employer is
aware of the discriminatory behaviour, knows it cannot be justified on economic
grounds. but abides by the prevailing practice for economic gain" (p. 25).
Prncticcs for economic gain include paying males and females different wages for
similar work; assigning responsibilities 10 women that arc outside of thciT nonnal
duties and range of pay; and failing to give women the appropriate titles that go
with their positions in order to justify their lower salaries.
Pcitchinis claims that women experience discrimination of two types:
occupational discrimination and employment discrimination. Occupational
discrimination occurs in the assignment of work duties which determines the type
and extent of experience that women receive. As he describes it, "Since the nature
and runge vf work experience is the most critieal criterion for promotions to high~
level positions. discrimination in the assignment of work explains the virtual
absence of women from senior positions" (p. 31). Regarding employment
discrimination. women may gain access 10 occupational programmes such as law
und engineering but have great difficulty in obtaining suitable cmploymt:nt upon
graduation. This suggests a very weak link between access to higher education
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and the appropriate higher level jobs. The conlbincd crrl'cl of both types or
discrimination is the segregation of fem:alcs inlo narrow OcclI[llltional categoric!:
with negative effects on salary as well as Ihe terms and conditions of their
employment.
Another explanation for inequalities in womell's employment has heen
given by Wetherby (1977) who stales that tlte inequitable employment system has
been based on tlte conviction that women arc suiled only for a narrow set or
occupations. Pcitchinis (1989) confirms this idea by staling thaI "The presence nf
some women in high-level activities is commonly viewed :IS [m tlbcrratiol1, :l
chance occurrence, a politicnlly motivated token. nepotism. a favour" (p. II).
Related to this is the idea that there arc very few qualified women and
even fewer who are even interested in applying for senior level positions. Leek
and Brunet (1994) found that employers often give this as a main reason fur the
underrepresentation of females in male dominated occupations. lIunt (191)3)
counters this argument by suggesting that "Although there appear to be only minur
differences in the educational qualifications, attitudes. skills. aud technical
competencies that men and women bring to a given occupation. males appear 10
be advantaged in terms of pay, power and prestige" (pp. 444-445).
According to Forrest (199]), another explanation for gender inequities in
the work force is the lack of information about women's work. She indicates that
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although authors mention that more women arc entering the workforce, they fail
\0 mention the discriminatory practices that affect women. Furthermore. she
contends that "The invisibility of women is ensured. as well. when researchers
collect data on both sexes but fail to investigate or report their findings as they
pertain \0 women" (p. 413). Reporting in such a fashion serves to reinforce the
notion that women play an unimportant role in Ihe workforce and legitimizes the
inequitable practices.
The Current Policy Situalion
Equity. in the broad sense, refers to treatment that is fair and just.
Employment equity is considered 10 be a commitment on the part of employers
to rcvi~c where necessary those practices that unfairly impede employment
opportunities. It is an approach that makes availltble to everyone, on the basis of
ability, the widest of options.
In 1986, the Employment Equity Aet was proclaimed in Canada. The Act
rl.'t(uircs employers to implement programs ensuring that members of four
de~ignated groups: women, aboriginal peoples, people with disabilities and visible
minorities achieve equitable representation and participation in the work force.
Employee~ arc required to report the~e results annually. Under the Act, strategies
nrc to be designed to correct the underrepresentQtion {If f{lur designated gmups.
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Employers must implement special measures in an eITor! ttl improve the
employment opportunities of designated group members. They arc also required
to submit annual Compliancc Rcview reports that providc numericnl data 011 lhe
results of their efforts to incrensc the representtllion of dcsigllmcd group mcmbcrs
within Ihcir work forces. Also, bccau$C measurements or progress nil equity
cannol be based solely on numerical change, employers arc now heing asked ttl
provide a report of special corporate initiatives undertaken 10 bring 1lbout eh1lllges
which remedy underrepresentation.
The Canadian Human Rights Act. Section 15(1), e:<plicitly permils the
implementation of special programs that will prevent or reduce dismlvunt:lgcs til
designated minority groups or remedy the elTeets of past discrimilmtion ugninsl
disadvantaged groups. Section 41 (2) of the Act allows u C1lnadiun I[um1ln Rights
tribunal 10 order a special program where such action is deemed neccssary to
prevent discriminatory practices from occurring in the future. As or April 191(5.
under Section 15(2) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and FTI.,(...doms. spceiul
programs or affirmative action programs arc considcred legal. Since 19114, recenl
legislative developments at the federal, provincial, and municipal levels have put
increasing pressure on both private and public seclor organi...ations 10 adopt
employment equity programs.
At the Fcdeml level, the Employment Equity Act applies 10 Crown
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corporations and federally-regulmed employers with 100 or more employees. A
document entitled Employment EqujlV' A Guide for Employers (1986), statcs that
this Act requires organizations "10 report annually according to industrial sector.
gcogr<lphic location and employment status on the representation of members of
dcsignah.:d groups by occupational group and salary range and to provide
iniornllllion on those hired. promoted or terminated" (p. 7). Employers arc also
rcqtlircd 10 prepare an annual employment equity plan with goals and timetables.
Progress toward these goals is expected to be achieved through the elimination of
job harriers. instituting positive policies and practices, and making reasonable
ncclllllmodation to ensure a representative workforce.
According to the Employment Equity: The Federal Contractors Program
(19&6·1991 l, two mandatory employmcnt equity programs, namely the Legislated
Employment Equity Program and the Federal Contractors Program, were
imrodueed in 1986 by thc Government of Canada. Both programs operate
ditTercnl'y, but slwc the samc objcttive of securing fair representation of four
designatcd l:\roups at all levels throughout the Canadian labour market. The
I.cl:\islaled Employment Equity Program establishcd undcr the 1986 Employment
Equity Act covers employers under federal jurisdiction. Undcr this program, the
l:mpl\l)'mcnt Equity Braneh for Employment and Immigration Canada "monitors,
an:llyi'.cs and publicizes the status of the federally regulated workforce" and the
)1
"results are ,malyzed in an anllual report to Parliament" (I'. 5). "1111.' Federal
Contractors Program established by Cabinet policy applies to oqpnizatitllls that du
business with the federal government blot llf\~ nOI necessarily under !ClIera!
jurisdiction. Government contmclors and employers covered tmdcr lhl~ pmgralll
must. as a condition of their bid. indicate their commitment locmploymclIl equity:
the awarding ora contraci is contingent upon the planning nmlthc i111f1lclIICnl1llill1l
of employment equity programs. Employers submitting ullnunl reports as required
of the Federal Contraclor's Program and the Employment Equity Act musilio so
according to six standard forms and education is not a requirement in 1111)' of these
forms. The 1990 Annual Report summarizes the lorms and the information that
they must contain as follows:
Form I idcntificiltion of employer. summary statistics und the
certification of accuracy;
Fonn 2 distribution of all employees by designated group.
occupational category ilnd salary quartilcs:
Form 3 distribution of all employees by desigmllcd group lind sailiry
range;
Form 4 employecs hircd. catcgorizcd by designated grnup;
Form 5 cmployecs promoted. categorizcd by dcsignatcd group; 1I11l1
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Form 6 employees (ermina'lcd. categorized by designated group, (p.
Contractor.~ covered under the Pcderal Contractors Program lIrc subject 10
compliance reviews and a failure to indicate a commitmenllo employment equity
could mean that II supplier will no longer be eligible \0 receive federal government
conlmcts. Employer.; falling under federal regulations who fail to report a
IVtlrkrorcc profile may be subject not only to sanctions bUI to fines as well.
In conjunction with this legislation, the federal government announced a
contract compliance policy requiring that fcdcTIlI government contraclors(with 100
liT more employees bidding on contracts of $200,000 or more) implement
employment equity. It is estimated that there arc some 900 organizations across
l';maJa subjecl to the Fcdcml Conlractors Program. In a~ (April
19K7). it was declared thal as of April 1987. over 500 of these 900 organizations
harJ voluntrlrily signed certificatcs of commitment to employment equity.
Tog.ether. the employmcnt equity legislation and the contract compliance program
alTI.'Cts in excess of one million employces.
Both the Employment Equity Act and the Federal Contractors Program
represent nn importrlnt step in working toward a representative work forcc in
l'anadu. According to the Annual Report: Employment Equity Ae! (1992),
"Fairness ,md satinl justice arc undoubtedly key tenets of tile Employment Equity
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Act and the Federal Contractors Prog.ram". Th~ R~port goes un In say. "1\
representative work foree that makes full us~ of availahle skills. lalents and
abililies. benefits not only dcsignatcd groups but contributes 10 Ihe elli:eti\"c
functioning of the cconomy" (p. 1). Thus. both the Employm~nt Equity Act mill
the Federal Contractors Program 3rC important nol only for eliminllting hl1rriers
to employment opportunities but also lor providing employers wilh a l1exihlc
approach for responding to changes in thc business world and (l vultl"hl~ tUllllilr
business planning.
The 1992 Annual Rcport Employmcllt Equity Act. indicated thaI
representation of womo:n in the workrorc~ incrcased from 43.74% in 1')()1l III
44.11% in 1991 and the 1993 Annual Report Emnloyment Equity Act. illdielltes
that this figure increased to 44.68% for 1992. Although the represenlation Ill'
women increased in 1991. the 1992 Report. however. is (luiek tn point outtlmt.
in general. womcn in the Canadian Labour Force arc disadvantngcd in a numhcr
of ways claiming that Hln comparison to men. wOlllen have higher un~l1IplllYlllent
rates. lower porticipation ratcs. and nrc coneenlrated in lower Jlllying jnhs
regardless of their level of education" (p. 27).
The 1992 Annunl Report indicates that. in 1991. in nine of the twelve
occupational groups the represenlation of women increllscd slightly while smllli
decreases were seen in the Clerical Workers. Service Workers and other Munuul
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Workers occupational groups. However, as Table I indicates, \\ollmen in 1991
were concentrated mostly in the Clerical Workers occupations.
TABLE t
FULL·TIME OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS ."OR MEN ANn
WOMEN IN THE WORK FORCE UNDER THE ACT (1991)
Occupational Group %Women "IoMen
Upper-level managers .2 1.5
Middle and other managers 14.9 15.6
Professionals 6.6 6.4
Semi-professional and technicians 2.4 7.6
Supervisors 5.2 2.0
Foremen/women .2 4.1
Clerical workers 60.9 14.5
Sales workers 2.9 2.U
Service workers 3.9 2.0
Skilled crafts and trades workers .6 18.5
Semi-skilled manual workers .9 17.6
OIlier manual workers .8 7.5
Adapted from the 1992 Annual Report: I:mploymcnt Equity Act (p.26).
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This continuing occupational segregation has thrte distinct characteristics:
women arc overrepresented in Clerical Workers classifications. undem:prcsenttd
in non·troditional occupations. and underrepresented in senior level classifications.
The r993 Annual Rcoorl states that. allhough the representation of women
incrCllscd in 1992, women remain -highly segregated in the workforce·, and ,""Cre
"employed in subordinate, lower-paying positions - often clerical - that had lillIe
challce for advancement" (p. 26).
CaI7..avara(l983) says that from 1%1- 1983 lhe labor force participation
mlc for women in Canada increased at appro:<imatcly 4]% compared to over 77Yo
for men. The 1990 Annual report indicalcslhal from 1983 • 1986 the labor force
flarticip;alion role for women in Canada increased to over 550/•. These figures arc
presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
LAROUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES FOR MEN ANI>
WOMEN IN CANADA, SELECfED YEARS, 1901·1986
YEAR (%)MEN (%)WOMEN
1901-1921 89.6 111.3
1931-1951 85.6 23.n
1961-1983 77.7 43.0
1983·1986 77.5 55.9
Adapted from Livillnll Calzavara (1983) in Jlld~e Rosalie Silberman Ahcllu
Research Studies of the Commission on Equality in Emnloyment (1985). p. 517)
nnd the 1990 Annulli Reoort Employment Equity Mt. 1'.27.
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Table: 3 indicates, that in 1986 regardless of lheir increased participation.
wumcn's unemployment ratcs 'A'Cre higltcr than that of men at OVtt 44%. The
1990 Annual Report indicates lhal despite continuing growth increases women's
p:uticipation in the Inbor force continues to remain lower than that of men.
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TABLE 3
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY SEX, 1966 ~ 1986
YEAR (%)WOMEN (%)MEN %OF
UNEM1'LOYEn
WOMEN
1966-1%8 3.8 3.9 31.6
1969-1971 5.7 5.3 35.5
1972·1974 6.7 5.1 41.4
1975-1977 8.6 6.6 43.8
1978-1980 8.9 7.0 45.2
1981-19116 11.2 9.6 44.0
Adapted from Liviana Calzavara (1983) in Judge Rosalie Silberman Ahclla.
Research Studies Qf The Commission Qn Equality In Employment (1985). (p.
519) and the 1990 Annual Rcnort Employment Equity Act, p. 27.
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The 1992 Annual Report Emoloyment Equity Act slates that in 1991 the
participation rille of women in the workforce increased \0 44.11% however,
occupational scgregation continues 10 exisl. Even with a university education
women were three limes as likely than mcn 10 work in clerical occupations wilh
little chance for advancement. Furthermore. as found in Table 4. the situation has
changed little, particularly as it pertains to salary levels.
TADLE4
FULL-TIME SALARY DISTRIBUTiONS FOR 1\1 EN AND WOMEN
IN TilE WORK FORCE UNDER TilE ACT (1992)
Salary Range ·/oWomen o/.Men
Under S10,000 .9
SIO,000·514,999 .6
515,000- 517,499 1.0 .4
S17,500 - 519,999 J.S 1.0
S20,000 - $,22,499 9.3 1.7
522.500 - 524,999 10.8 2.2
525,000· $27,499 10.2 2.8
S27.500· $29.999 9.5 3.5
$30.000· $34,999 23.4 20.0
535,000· $39,999 13.6 15.1
$40,000 - $49,999 9.S 24.6
S50,000·569,999 6.9 19.3
570,000+ 1.1 7.3
Adapted from the 122l.Annual Report: Emnloyment Fguity Act (p.27).
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The 1990 Annual Report indicates that in 1986 "women withll university
degree were paid over 29.2% less than men in Clerical Workers occupations; more
than 50.7% less than men in Servitc Workers occupations; 41.8% less than men
in Professional occupations" (p. 27). The wage gap was clearly evident in the
Upper-Level Managers category where men were paid over 45% more than
women. In 1991 full-lime salary for women was $30,418 or 72.70% of the
average full-time salary for men, a figure that is less than 1% higher than in 1990.
The avcmge earnings of men in 1992 were over 40% higher titan those of women.
In 1992, the estimated full-time salary for women was 533,175. or 73.67% of
Illen's average salary, a slight increase of .97% from 1991.
Thus as Armslrnng and Armstrong (1994) suggest, the employment
situation of women has not changed significantly. Many women conlinue to be
scpnrat~od from men in llmt they remain overrepresented in the less skilled and
lower paying jobs. Their data indicates that for all workers in 1990, woml:" were
paid just 60 percenl of whal men earned and that "Sex-specific pay accompanies
occupational scgrcgationand. to a lesser extent, industrial segregation" (pp. 41-44).
Furthermore. the connection betw~n occupational segregation and wages is still
morc obvious when one considers that men occupy the ten highest paid
occupations. and that when women do oceupy the higher paid occupations they
still cam less than men. The lowest wage for males in the tcn highest paid
occupations is $66.087 whereas the lowest wagc for wOlll~n in th~sc catCgllril'll is
$3 \,026. Armstrong nnd Armstrong also show that. 311hoUllh more women than
men are earning undergraduate univcrsity degrcl"ll. the W11llc ditlcrcnce bel\\'I.'Cn
men and women with univcrsity education is increasing mtller thull decreasing:
women with degrees Drc more apt than males to be uncmploy~d or In he
underemployed.
Thus. nlthough many organizations coverctl by the Fcdcml Contractor's
Program have res;:lOnded to Government pressure by adopting employmcnl equity
polices, the situation for women has nol significantly improved. III Ull ilHempt 10
explain the fnilure ofequity programs, Jainnnd Hackett (1992) provide data which
suggest that this is because employers arc motivated more by government pres.~lIre
thnn by a true desire 10 achieve equity. In their survcy. over sew. of cm['llnyers
implemented employment equity in order to improvc public relntions: %%,
c1nimed their prime motivation was govcrnment pressure.
In another explanation, Cohen (1995) asserts that pay equity nnd the nolinn
of a balanced workforce arc slill opposed by employers in Canada since mnny
employers agree with the concept but wish to protect their right 10 hire whu1lIIhcy
please. Finally, it appears lhat equal pay legislation can serve to rcintilrce
segregation instead of equalizing pay as described by Annslrong and I\rmstrun~
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The segregation of the labour force is one reason why legislation that
required equal pay for equal work had little impact. Rather than raising
women's wages to match those of their male counterparts. many employers
simply hired women only and paid them all the same low rate. In addition
this legislation was largely irrelevant for the many women working in jobs
whcn~ virtually no men work and meant women would have to move into
male-dominated jobs 10 get good pay. (p. 45)
The employment status of women ha~ undergone many changes within the
past century. Smaller families. urbanization. labor-saving devices, and societal
change in allitudcs toward women workers in gener.:ll have given women the time
and the impetus to gel Oul of the home. Though more of today's women arc
working oUlsidc the home, they are declining proportionlltely in positions of
prominence. The only variable that can fully explain this discrepancy appears to
be gender. Despite a reasonable distribution of mental and physical equality
between the sexes. traces of past traditions still apparently permeate current
thinking and practices. It seems that women continue to fall by the wayside
although they have obtained legal and political rights, higher education and access
to many professional occupation areas. Sex-typing and segregation in paid work
have diminished very little.
Womcn Employcd In Unh'crsilics
According to the Employment Equity For Women: A Univcrsity
Handbook (1988). universities Uft distinct institutions consisting of two
overlapping, interacting environments: rcsearchltcoehinglstudcnts. lind the stalT.
The Handbook states that students. staff and faculty arc all associllted with each
other in some way. Students must deal with both laculty and stan: stan' with
faculty and students, and faculty with students and staff. In some inst;mccs
"students arc employed by the university on n parI-time basis; many academics
have administmtive and supervisory duties: support staff may be currently enrolcd
in university courses or be past graduates of the institution" (p. 145). Experiences
of students. faculty and staff in anyone section of the institution ean Imve :11I
impact on other areas and affect the environment lind provide the climate in which
daily business is conductcd. This climate has significant bearing on attitudes and
competency and is, of course, a basic concern of cmployment equity prognllns.
Putting it in strong language. Symons and Page (1984) note that "The
under-utilization of the talents of the educated female populution. amI the
discrimination ugainst women in universities, whether praetiscd consciously or
unconsciously, is a national disgrace" (p. 201). Similarly. Dagg anti Thompson
(1988) suggest thaI the most apparent indicators of sexism occurring in Canatlian
universities are sexual harassment and violence. They also say that "Although
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many women do not become victims of these crimes during their university
careers, all university women arc subject both 10 the threat of sex-specific physical
violence and to the more subtle sexism that creates an uncomfortable ambjcnce~
(p.94). They also insist that sexist behaviour is still widespread, although it is not
as conspicuous as it used to be and that sexual harassment is as rampant in
universities as it is elsewhere but remains an under-reported problem. They state
as well lhat although violence against women across Canada is significant,
universIties seldom see the safety of women as a priority.
In the Fall of 1986. the Association of Universities and Colleges of
Canada. (AVeC) stated that "As educational institutions, universities have a
special responsibility to playa formative and exemplary role in shaping a society
lhat enables women to pursue, as freely as men can, careers appropriate to their
lnlents and inclinations" (CAUT. 1987). However, their employment policies do
not necessarily reflect this goal (EmplQyment Equity For Women: A University
Handbook, (1988). In a speech to the Conference of Ontario Universities' Status
of Women Officcrs in 1985, Lorn.'": Marsden stated that universities arc "the
descendants of the monastery, the cloister and the club" and this history has served
to maintain women's traditional role within the institution (p. 14). The well·
known impressions are those of the female secretary and the male professor.
Univcrsity hierarchies are complex and decentralized, with a traditions indicating
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that changes achieved in one section of university life may not nccl'Ssurily ~xtcnd
over 10 other areas. Although universities have academic units and prognlmmc.~
that :,pccifically study women's issues. it appears for the mosl part, thm in their
employment practices, universities have been inclined \0 be detached.
According to Simeone (1987) women students and women professors have
trouble becoming part orthe male academic network in university scllings. What
this means is that women:
have fewer opportunities to work collaboralivcly on rcscllTch projects.
They are less likely 10 be informed of the latest developments in their
fields and to benefit from informal discussion ofthciT ideas lind their work.
They arc less likely to receive career advicc ,1Ild as.~istancc, unt! h(IVC to
"learn the ropes" the hard way. They have fewer political allies to lobby
for them or their ideas. They have less inOuenee within their departments
and have a harder time being heard by their colleagues. Additionally,
women are deprived of a sense of community in thcjr work cnvironmcnt
and may feel isolated and unsupported. Obviously, enduring even a few
of these hardships puts women at a disadvantage. (p.90)
Armstrong and Armstrong (1993) found that although there arc more
women employed in universities with teaching positions. they have remained at
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the lower ranks. As they put ii, being employed in professional occupations does
nol ensure Ihll! women will encounter equitable treatment and avoid occupational
barriers and segregation. Quoting Rich (1979), Dagg and Thompson (1988) slate
that KWhat we have at prescnt is a man-centered university. a breeding ground not
of humanism, but of masculine privilege" (p. I). They further state that llny
Icmalc who manages to emerge from this system and lake on senior positions are
exceptions to the rule. women have made it to these positions only bccnusc the
system has to have some exceptions in order to justify and maintain itself. This
view is further supported by the Employment Equity For Women: A University
Handhook (1988) ',',hich slotes that the employment of women in universities
demonstr:ltes the Sllme pattern as that of the labour force in gener:ll where women
firc employed mostly in eleriealnnd support positions. Also, there arc more non-
:Icodcmic than llcademic staff. Women fonn the largest majority of non-academic
staff, mostly in the lower-level. lower-paid positions. The current flood of women
into all parts of the paid labour force, and the even greatcr influx of womcn into
the fomlcrly male dominated ficlds of business, law llnd medicine. demonstratcs
that women have the competence and the expertise to work in all occupations.
I[owcver. this document also states that. "Neither the upper levels of academic and
non-academic administration nor the rate of appointment of women to the faculty
of proressionlll schools reflects the increased percentages of women in the work
force and in non-tnldilional and professional fields of study" (p. 6).
Looker's (1993) study confirms these views as she stalcs thai there has
been much attenlion paid to the employment situation of academic s\:lrr :II
universities with little altention paid 10 Ihe non-academic slalT. In mder [lIl;e1 1\
clear and precise picture of the employment situation of women as il currently
exists itis necessary to review the position of all employees. Looker. in reviewinl;
gender issues for academic and non-academic staff in a small Cnnadian university.
fe/und that overall, women arc disadvanta~ed in terms of salary. occupational
calegory, benefits and working conditions. The study found. however. thaI nnn-
academic women arc doubly disadvantaged than female academics as they "lend
to be in the lower paid, more reslricled secrelarial-clerical positions" ami that
"Regardless of the employee group in which they find themselves. they arc ;ltthe
low end of the wage and benefit continuum" (p. 41).
Dean and Clifton (1994), in a study of models used to produce pay t'l.luit)'
reports at five Canadian universities. state that "Our review sug~esls that muny of
the models are probably misspceificd" and that "We conclude with a call for
universities to collect the information which is required to complete these studies
expeditiously and accuratcly" (p. 87). They found that for most of the univ~rsities
examined there was a failure 10 examine all the appropriate variables required tu
determine gender discrimination. They slate that "Perhaps Ihe single most
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important n.,<;ommcndation to universities is 10 begin defining the relevant
variahles, measuring the variables properly, collecting the infonnation, and
estimating models til!!! will give reasonable estimates orgcnder discrimination" (p.
I [2). They assert that it is ironic thallhcsc institutions have not observed such
methods as universities aTC specifically interested in sound empirical research.
Universities would seem. by their current employment practices. to be
perpetuating occupational inequities. Now that most universities arc covered by
Employment Equity legislation. it is important to recognize the customs and habits
pnlcticcu in Canadian universities and society at large regarding women's
employment.
CHAPTER)
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The major focus of this study is the employment sittmtiun of wumen in
Canadian universities. This chapter provides a dcscription of data eol!L>t:tinll mill
analysis. The data collection began with the identification of a stratifiL-d random
sample of eight universities, two each from Atlantic Canadu, Qucbee. Onlnrill mid
Western Canada. Officials from each university were contacted and asked tll
provide their employment equity documentation and Compliance Reviews. The
documents were then searched for relevant information about employccs 011 salnty,
occupation, age. yeatS of servicc and cducation. Where possible. mi!>.~ing
information was obtained by contacting the Employment Equity Oflicers at lhc
various universities via telephone or fax. The information was then analyzcd by
sex and rank.
Sampling
Borg and Gall (1989) stale that randum sampling techniques pwduee
research data which can be generalized 10 larger populations and which enables the
researcher to make certain inferences. Sampling is a highly sophisticated
technique; according to Gay (1987), "Sampling is the process (If selecting a
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number of individuals for a study in such a way that the individuals represent the
larger group from which they were selected" (p. 101). In the simple random
sample. Gay sIllIes that thc sampling occurs in such a manner that all thc
individuals in thc population have an equal chance of being selected for the
sample.
While various tcchniques can be used to derive a random sample; a
stratified sample was used in this study. Kecves (1988) indicates that stratification
techniques arc oOen used for educational survey research as it is low in cost but
high in precision. Borg nnd Gall (1989) contend lhat a stratified sample assures
that "certain subgroups in the population will be represented in the sample in
rfOporlion to thcir numbers in the population ilsclr' (p. 224). They state that
slflllificd sampills arc most suitable in studies where the resenreh problem requires
comparisons between subgroups as this form of sampling assures that the sample
will Ix: representative of the population in terms of the critical factors that have
heen used as a basis for stratification. Thus. stratified sampling pennits subgroup
mmlysis. Kceves (1988) stales that stratification may be used in research for
reasons olhcr lhtln sampling accuracy and that some typical variables used to
strntity populations il). ~csetlrch may include location, typ-:, size. and sex of
subjects. In determining the selection of universities for the purposes of this study
stmtilicd sampling procedures were employed. Eight universities were randomly
SJ
and equally chosen from Atlantic. Quebec. Ontario and Wcsl~rn C:mada (i.e. two
from each geographic location). In chaosill!; the eight universities <I stmtilicd
random sampling method was applied in order to ensure gcncnlliY";lhility of the
findings within the limitations of document comp::arabilily outlined earlier. Thl.'
names of allthc universities in Canada. (names oblainl,.'U from the Directory of Ihe
Association of Rcgis!mrs of the Universities and Colleges of Cnn'Il!f1, Octoher
1993), were broken into the four categories of Atlantic. Quebec. Onturin and
Western (see Appendix: A). The names of the universities from ellen gcogmphic
region were placed in a conttlincr and Iwo universities wc;:rc randomly chosen from
each orthe four geographic regions. Table 5 provides inrormation about each Ill'
the sampled universities i.e" the number of students. academic and t1dminislr<ltive
staff, and the current status of employment equity policies and oniccrs.
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TABLES
SUMMARV OF TilE UNIVERSITIES
/tltt'LL V~lV~",n
uN,nltll'TV
.,,,,,r"'llon U UII ane romt e ISOCllOnO "ntscu,
IInlnrslllfJ.291Ilt:ditlo••
In May of 1992. lilt .:mploymt.t (qull, Om•• r ,t lh. Unl~...llr "rN... Br"......l.k rrlo..'1Od \0 lllOtbo. p....vl!••• ud Ihl.
po.llloII ~..m. yatut. Due to b.d••I"r rUI.,lnll, lb. ,""IUol ..u .haDled fmm Ml·tlnu 10 pl.Him••
Th. ,\dml"l,'rlll... ,talf dill rn. tht Uolversl'y 01 Alberti i. blHd on thou tmployNI ..·ho romplctrd ud .<Iurned lh•
•:mplO)"mnl t:qully (lHllIonll.. ud nollh. bu. employ•• poflilation dlh. unlnnlly.
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Document Analysis
Practically any object or wrillen record is a possible source of information
about thc past. LeCompte and Prcisslc (1993) refer 10 the data collected HIlt!
recorded by persons as artifacts and claim that. since artifacts arc historical
collections of society's beliefs and behaviours. they yield data pcrminil1j; resellrch
inquiry. They slate that artifacts "provide resources for longitudinal comp,.risollS:
reexamining them long after they were collected shreds new light Oil old
observations and sometimes generates entirely new lines of inquiry" (p. 216).
Artifacts arc good sources for baseline, process, and values daln. The authors also
suggest that artifact collection and cxaminntion involves locating the information.
identifying it (by source nnd use. for example). antllyzing and evaluating it. It is
the examination and analysisofartifaets that permits interprcttltion and evaluation.
Borg and Gall (1989) use the term "historical documents" and Merriam (1988)
uses the term "documents" to describe physical evidence or traces as data sources.
Merriam states that in "judging the value of a data source, one can a~k whether
it contains information or insights relevant 10 the research question and whether
it can be acquired in a reasonably practical yet systematic manner" (p. 105). In
her view, if the data source can be judged, in this way, to be relevant and
obtainable, then there is no reason not to use the documents as a source of
information. Borg and Gall (1989) claim that an important decision involves a
5.
judgement of whether the materials were prepared intentionally or unintentionally.
Intentional documents which arc prepared as part ofa historical record, as was lhe
case in this study, arc important for indicating authenticity of the materials. Bora
and Gall further slate that "The ultimate value of a historical study is determined
in large part by the researcher's ability 10 evaluate the worth and meaning of
historical sources that come to light in the process of doing the sludyM (p. 821).
Ii"! this view, the evaluation of historical documents is known as historical criticism
which includes an external criticism (the evaluation of the document source), and
an internal criticism (the evaluation of the information within the source).
External criticism questions the nature of the document source in terms of its
genuineness. author. and where. when and why it originated. The documents
collected for this study c:m be considered genuine by this criteria: the Compliance
Reviews andlor Equity Reports obtained from the universities are clearly dated and
contain the names of the author. Most also have a cover letter signed by the
Employment Equity Officer for the university. Internal criticism entails evaluating
the documents for accumey and value of the information contained within the
source. In evaluating the information presented in the document. the researcher
must determine if the information presented is authentic. For this study. the
information provided came from reports issued from the universities studied.
llowever. the stntements made Ilnd data presented within them WIlS obtained from
"
questionnaires and personnel records, and n complete senrch through employee
records and data bases was nol permitted due to the confidentiality of information.
Internal criticism is also directed at evaluating the competency oflhc author of the
document. Since the documents were prepared by university Employment Equity
Officers nnd Employment Equity Committees. the llulhors can he considered
competent and credible.
Validity and reliability represent the standards upon which rcsc<lTch is
judged. According to McCall (1990), rclitlbility is defined as "The rcl;llivc eXlent
to which the measurement procedures assign the same value to 11 c1mrnctcristic of
an individual each time th3t it is mcnsurcd under essentially the s:ml!.:
circumstances" (p. 442). LeCompte and Prcissle (1993) contend thut rcliubility
allows for replication in that any researcher can usc identical methods and obtain
the same results as those from an earlier analysis. McCall delines valillity tiS "The
extent to which tile mea!'l1rement procedures accurately rence! the vnriablc hcing
measured" (p. 445). Keeves (1988) contends th:lt the reliability of the test is whn
detennines "how faithfully that universe eorresponlls to the latent attribute in
which one is interested" and that the validity of the test is what determines "how
accurately the test sample represents the broader universe of responses from which
it is drawn" (p. 330). Collectively, reliability and validity arc spoken of as the
genemlizability of the results :lnd the range of inferences permitted.
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RCSC3rch is considered reliable if it measures consistently. Since the
Compliance Review Reports must follow II set pattern and standard (annat,
reliability across universities is therefore ensured. The Federal Contractors'
"rogram office monitors how wen employers an: carrying oUllheir responsibilities
10 develop and act on lUI employment equity plan. This office octs on the key
pllTts of the monitoring and compliance process. such liS certification.
implementation. compliance reviews, appeals and enforcement through sanctions.
As \\Iell. this office audits all documentation supporting the organization's plan for
compliance to implement employment equity. After the employer has submiucd
the Compliance Review Report an on-site review is conducted by the office or the
Fcdcnll Contrnctors Program with follow up reviews to determine whether the
workforce and employment practices have actually impro\·ed. All universities, as
1:...'t1crnl Conlractors. nrc regulated under the Federal Conlroctors Program and
failuTC 10 comply wilh Ihe requirements for implementing employment equity
could result in severe sanctions. Employment Equity Studies undertaken by the
various universities selected for this study are required to follow II sct pattern since
the}' were designed as the preliminary documentation for Compliance Reviews.
"11IUs. it seems safe to assume that as the various reports were conducted in a
Illll11l1er satisfactory to meet the conditions sct forth under the Federal Regulations.
the data appears 10 be relitlblc.
Research is considered valid if it mellsures what it is intended to measuTC.
Borg and Gall (1989) define construct validity as "the extent to which II p'lrticular
test can be shown to measure a hypothetical eonstnlct" (p. 255). Gay (19R7l
declares Ihat construct validation tnkcs place when a researcher beliel'Cs thilt the
chosen tcst instrument reflects a particular construct. to which arc attached certain
meanings. Construct vlliidity is most appropriate for most questions in sueinl
research as Keeves (1990) found that "it not only has generalized applicahility for
assessing validity of social science measures. but it can also he lIscd to
differentiate between thCQretically relcvant and theoretically meaningless empirical
factors" (p. 329).
The documcnts used in this study may be considered both reliable ami valid
because they were prepared by university officials, according to the measurement
criteria established by legislation. for submission to personnel in the Fedewl
government. For the purpose of this research, however. this ean only tic assul1\ed
as the actual data used to prepare the documents is not availllbic and infurmaticm
regarding the background and training ofthc researchers of tbc.~e documents is nut
readily known. Nevertheless. the documents contain valid ag1lregate measures of
employment categories, gender, age, salary, years of service. rank :md education.
[n conducting this study, a variety of documentation was mude uvailahle.
including workplace profiles, compliance review reports. diagnostic reports.
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workforce analyses, employment equity action plans and annual reports. Table 6
rrovidcs a record of the documentation collected from each university and an
outline of the type of information obtained from each document; it also indicates
where phone or fax follow-up was required.
TABLE 6
OATA SOURCES
Atlantic
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEW DRUNSWICK
I
I
I
Quebcc
I I
I ' I
I
0'
l>iopo>lkR<pom,19l9andl99l
TABLE 6
()ATA SOURCES
Onlario
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
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I I
Western
I I I
UNIVERSITY OF ALBF,RTA
UNIVERSITY OF CAL.GARY
Foltowingthe collection. idcntificationand vnlidation ofth~docu1l1l'lltati\ln,
the informntion obtnincd from each univ~rsity was s\llllmari7.1.-d in t~r1l1s or its
commitment to implement employment equity and Ih~ m~lln~ by which th~)'
dctcrmined the rcprcsentativeness of their workforce. A brief descriptiun or the
lindings from each document arc summnrizcd by univcrsity and gcographic r~gitlll,
The findings were then analyzed by sex and rank according to the vnrinblcs Ill'
salary, occupation, nge. years of service and cducation. (wherc provitkt1)l. ami
is presented in both written and table form. 'nlCSC findin£s arc outlined in Chaptcr
4.
I Although most universities did not provide information relating tf) lxlucatillil levels,
Dalhousie. McGill and the University of Ottawa provided some of this datu.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Atlantic
I>:lllwusic University· [)l)CUmCnlli Reviewed:
I. An Anlllysis OfOpen Question Responses To The Dalhousie Workforce
('rotile, ,January 13, 1993 {WP)l
2. I';mploymcnt Equity Compliance Review Report, .Iune 4, 1992 (eRR)J
Dalhousie Univrrsity committed itself to implementing an employment
equity program 011 April 27. 1987 by signing n Federal Contractors Program
clolrlilicnlc. The Advisor on Women and the Advisor on Visible Minorities. First
Nations People and Persons wilh Disabilities were both hired on one year
conlrncls. In January \990 and July 1990 rcspccti\'cly. the Advisor on Womens'
position was made permanent and an Employment Equity Officer was appointed
"to llssisl all Jilcultics and administrative units to plan and implement programs of
~Inrllrma(iollprovided by this document is distinguished by (WP, p.#). Data and information
rdercncc lilT this document. related to the variables. is presented at the end of each variable
,sccliun llnu is also indicated by (WP. p.U).
'Information provided by this document is distinguished by (eRR, p.#). Data and
inl'llrnmtion reference lilT this documenl. related 10 the variables. is presented at th~ end of each
\'miuhk section and is also indicated by (eRR. p.II).
6~
employment equity" (eRR. p. 4). The President established thc ('olllmiUee Ull
Employment Equity through Aflirmntil'c Action in .Jnnunr)'. 1988. As a rc~ulll1r
the work conducted by this Commiucc n policy statemcnt was devd(lpt\1 and
approved in 1989. In order to comply with the provisions Ill' the Felh.'ml
Contractors Program. in 1991 an employmcnt equity census WlIS carried 11Ul hy
\\'lIy of 0 questionnaire distributed to all employees lliml..-d :lt evahillting and
obtnining nuitudcs nbout the workforce (WP. fl. I). It WllS stated that ''Co!leetiml
of this information was deemcd essential to cnsure that el1lflloymcn1 equity policy
al Dalhousie incorpora1ed effective and proactive solutions 10 the problems Iltcil1~
the disadvantaged members of the university workrorce" (WP. pp. 1-2). The
qllcstionnnire was mode up of open-ended questions which JlCrmiUcd rcspmulents
to recount any discriminatory incidcn1s thotthcy had experienced lit Dalhnusie u.~
a result of their being members of Ol1e of the designated groups. From the
responses rcceived it became apparenlthat therc were live sredlic categories III'
concerns. These categories were "(i) (l'lY equity issues: (ii) t1iscriminatiol1ugainst
certain cmployee groups arising from policies that unintcntionally dismlvulltuge
those groups; (iii) racial/scxual discrimination; (iv) dissatisluclinn with the
evaluation system for neademic employees at Dalhousie; and (v) conccrl1~ aholll
thc job evaluation system for staff employees at Dalhousie" (WI'. p. 2). The
documentation also indicated the following:
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(0' fu!.illr:y:
COOCl..'TT1S were expressed that gender bias affects salary determination and
about the undervaluing ofv.umen's education and work experience.
., Criticisms were made thai women have to work longer and harder 10 obtain
the same kinds of occupational rewards Biven to men and that salary
negotiations fot women were continually obstructed by the sexiSl
viewpoints of male decision makers (WP, p. 2).
A telephone call to the Personnel Department at Dalhousie University
indiclllcd thai lhe aVCr:ll:lc salary for males is $56.350.00 lind $36.951.00 for
females.
(b) Oc1:uoolional Category:
Employees who were members of the designated groups indicated
rrustrntion wilh an institution they pem:ivcd as encouraging and supporting
the majority group.
2. Some women ~found the workplace climate al the university unfriendly in
some cases: some women ooministrators fclt they were being characterised
liS "mean" by male colleagues when they made tough decisions"; and
women rcspo;ldents "often indicated a belief that male colleagues felt
threatened by women competing for the s.'lmc postings and promotions".
J. Somc womcl1 stated they wcre being forced 10 remain at the lower
(,7
levels of lhe administrati\'c category. wltil\) men l110ved up the nmks nla
fast pace despite equivalent education and experience. Also cxrrcsso:d \\"lIS
a concern that womel1 were being allocated inlo sUPl)I.lrl rolcllllnd men inlo
professional positions.
4. Regarding racillUscxual discriminution. resJlOndents within nil design,lled
llroups indicated exposure to discrimination including uncomtiJrl;:lblc nnd
demeaning incidents of sexual harnssmcnl from superiors. colkagucs lIml
students. Threats of violence and I1lJlC were encountered by several female
respondents and women recounted feelings of hdplcssncss. rem and
distrust.
5. Experiences with gender·based discrimination were expressed hy Illllny
women who indtetlted Ihey believed males made higher salmics and Imll
favourable workloads while females were given more lowly Hlsks.
6. Females expressed "concern about the lack of female n:prcscnllllimi
in the upper levels of the unive~ily administration"; lind fruslmtioll lhat
"inappropriate questions were asked of them during job interviews".
7. Academic women are underrepresented al the higher c1as.-;ificlItioll
levels, as low as 8.5% in the Full llrofessor category, and ovcrrcpresented
in the lower classification levels, as high as 76.9% I the Lihmrian
category.
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H. Administrative women orc underrepresented in the higher classification
levels, as low as 7.7% in the Upper Level Management category, and
overrepresented in the lower classification levels, as high as 92% ill the
Clerk category (WP, pp. 2-3).
(c)illls::
There \Vas no information in the documentation regarding employee age.
However, a telephone call to the Personnel Department at Dalhousie University
revealed that the average age for males is 45.4 years and 40.5 years for females.
(d) Years of Service:
Although dalnon years of service was nol available in the documentation,
a telephone call to IhlJ Personnel Department at Dalhousie University indicated that
the average YC1Irs of service for males is 12.8 yenTs and 8,9 years fot females.
(c) Fdueation:
I. Regarding thc evalualion systcm for academic staff it was felt that
the "Y" vnlue system is biased against women and favoured males, The
"Y" value system represents the total number of years of work experience,
plus olher relevant work experience. plus the valuc of a PhD or equivalent.
Women respondents expressed concern "that the components of the "Y"
V<lluc were being used to undervalue the work cxperience that they were
bringing into the university"; work and other related experience is not
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considered as worthy as the number of tcaching years tIml the procurement
of a PhD. It was the opinion of the female respondents that the
experiences females had acquired were undervalued while the experiences
of the males were overvalued.
2. The evaluation system for classifying employees was crilici'l.cd by
Administrative Staff. particularly by those within the c1criclII/kdlllical
designation. Women respondents declared ~Ihat they houl suffered most
from the university's wage freeze because orlhc fact that Ihey were alrcudy
in n 10.....cr pay cnlcgory" nnd further staled that they felt they wcrc heing
routed into the clerical category regardless ofeducation and expertise (WI'.
p.4).
Dalhousie University· Summnry:
To summarize, Dalhousie University has indicated its commitment til
employment equity by creating employment equity committees. hiring emplnyment
equity personnel, creating an employment equity stntement, and conducting a
compliance review. However, information from the documentation suggests lhat
Dalhousie Universitt has not established the "eITective and proactive solutions to
the problems fneing the disadvantaged memhcrs of the university workrorce" as
indicated as a goal in its Workforce Profile. Females W'e overrepresented in lower
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employment categories and underrepresented in higher employment categories.
As well. males arc remunerated significantly higher than females although there
,lfC no significanll.liffcrcnccs in age nnd years of service.
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TABLE 7
·DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY AVERAGE SALARIES, AVERAGt: AGio:
AND AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BY GF.NDEU
AVERAGE
SALARIES
MALES: 556,350,00
FEMALES: S36,951.OO
AVERAGE AGE
45.4
40.5
AVF.llAGF. n:ARS OF
S.:IWICF.
IH
H.'J
This data from Dalhousie University was nllt in the dncumclliutinn hul
rather was received by phone from the I'Cr51111ncl I)cpnrlmenl lit
Dalhousie Univcnity.
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TABLE 8
"'I>ALIIOUSm UNIVERSITY OCCUI)ATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
BY GENDER
MALES(%) FEMALES (%)
fo"ULL I)ROFESSOR 91.5 8.5
ASSOCIATE 73 27
IllWFESSOIf.
ASSISTANT 48.5 51.5
PROFESSOR
LIlJnAlf.lAN 23.1 76.9
UI)I)Elf. LEVEL 92.3 7.7
MANAGER
MII)I)LE MANAGER 50 50
I)IWFESSIONALS 62.4 37.6
SEMI· 30 70
j)IWFESSIONAL
SUI)ERVISOlf. 14 86
CLEIU< 92
TRAIlES 92.1 7.9
MANUAL 68.7 31.2
OTIIEIf. 65 35
TOTALS 55.3 44.7
The udminislrllti"e datll is for 1994 and the academic data is for 1993.
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University Of New Brunswick· Documents Reviewed:
(I) Compliance Review Report, Feller:ll Conlrlletars '·roAr:lIIl. 11)'11
(CRI)~
(2) Second Compliance Review Report. Fcdcrnl Contrnclurs l'roAl'lIm,
1993 (CIU)5
The University of New Brunswick announced its cUlIllnilmcnl \0
employment equity in March. 1988. The (irs! step ill rcallirmin~ its pkdgc WllS
\0 communicate to 1I11 employees lhe university's commltmenl III :Ichicvc
employment equity. This was accomplished through a number of activities
including on article in the official university newspaper: :1 letter from lhe
university President explaining the univcrsity'sCOnllllitmcnt If' employmelll cl!uity
and asking for support from ul1 employees: the appointment (If II university
employment equity oflicer; a census of university cmrloyecs to encourage
participation and support; and pilot information sessions for all Faculty 1lI1U Swl'l'.
"Information provilled by this document is distinguished by (CR I. p.IfJ. Data and infilrtn:llioll
reference for this document, related to the varillblcs, is presented al the end or eaeh variuhle
section lind is also indicated by (CRI, p.II).
'Information provided by this document isdistinguishcd by (CR2. r.II). Data :lnd inliJrmatjon
reference for this document, reilltcd to the varillbles, is presented at the end of eaeh vuriahlc
section and is also inllicated by (CR2. p.#).
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The University of new Brunswick committed itsdffurthcr to implementing
employment equity through the hiring of an Employment Equity Omcer who was
10 he "accountable for the development, implementation and maintenance of an
employment equity program for all employee groups orlhe university" (CRI, p.
[ 1). The Employment Equity Officer was to be supported by the professional
services of fellow personnel officers as well as secretarial and clerical starr.
As part of the plan to implement employment equity under the Federal
Conlructors Programme, the University was required to collect information on the
employment status of designated group employees. The approach used to collect
dala, in this case, was through voluntary self-identification.
The Universily of New Brunswick indicated in a 1990 Compliance Review
Report that they were undertaking measures related to and in support of the
principle of employment equity. These included increasing the representation of
the designated groups among students, faculty and staff. As wdl, the university
hns created management devdopment programs for women, an advisor to the
President on lhe status of women. a Women's Studies program, a child care
l'e,lsibility study and an Employee Assistance Program (CRI, pp. 62-69).
The 1991 Compliance Review Report is essentially qualitative in nature and
theretore does not supply numerical data. How"'ler, the initiatives previously
mentiOlll.'d sUg£est tllnt the university hus identified inequities in their employee
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systems and arc in the process of developing and implemellting sll]uliollS to
remove those inequities.
On December I, 1993. the University of New Brunswick rdcasl'u ils
"Second Compliance Review Report" required under Ihe Federal CUl1lrnclurs
flrogram. Following is a summary of inlonnation from the 1993 UOi:Ulllctll:
(a) fu!.!.m:
Overall. women fell on the low end of the salnry ranges.
2. In the Clerical Workers category, where women weTC overrepresented. they
had the lowest starting and ending salary scale or all categories (CR2. pr.
43-44).
A telephone call \0 the Employment Equity Or/ker :It the University of
new Brunswick indicated that the overall avcmgc salary for males is $56,713.50
and $25,019.50 for females.
(b) Occupational Category:
Women are underrepresented in the Middle and Other Managers category
ror both Faculty (20%) and Staff (23.1%).
2. Women are underrepresented in the Upper l.evel Managers (2f1%),
Proressional (38.9%), Semi-Professional (40%), Trades (5%) and Manual
Workers (0%) categories.
Women arc overrepresented in the Clerical Workers category (92.3'YB).
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4. Academic women arc underrepresented at Ihe higher classification
levels (20.5%) (CR2. pp.4).44).
(e)~, (d) ¥cnTsofScrvjcc;anu(c)~:
There was no information in the documentation regarding age, years of
service or education. A telephone call the Employment Equity Officer nt the
University of New Brunswick indicated that the average age and years of service
liJf ll10les and females is 45.3 and 45.0 years and 12.3 and 15.5 years respectively.
Jnl(mnation regarding education was no! avnilablc.
University of New Brunswick· Summllry:
To suml11urizc. the documentation indicates that, in spile of the initiatives
descrihed inlhc 1991 Report. women continued to be undcrrcprcscmed in higher
level OCCup'llinllnl clllcgorics in 1993 and lillIe change had occurred since 1989.
Altlmugh the University of New Drunswiek has created employment equity
committees. establishing employment equity personnel. developing an employment
l.'lluity ptllicy. lind completed compliance reviews. women arc underrepresented in
Ihe higher occupationol clnssifications and overrepresented in the lower
t1ccllp..1tional classilielltiolls. The university's failure to maintain an employment
equity tl1licer on a full-time basis suggests that the University orNew Brunswick's
ClIlllmitment may not be as strong as announced. Furthermore, males earn
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signilicanlly more money than females in Spill: or insignilic:lnl Jil1i.'rcllccs in ug....
and YClIrs of service.
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TABLE 9
·UNIVERSITV OF NEW BRUNSWICK AVERAGE SALARIES.
AVERAGE AGE AND AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE
SALARIF.5
ff.MALF.S: $25.019.51)
AVERAGE AGE
45.0
AVERAGE YEARS OF
SERVICE
12.3
15.5
The tll.ta was provided by tclephom: (rom the Employment Equity
Officer.
7')
TABLE 10
UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK OCCUI)ATIONAL
DISTRIBUTIONS BY GENDER
MALES (ft~) FF.MALF.S(-;',)
MIDDLE AND OTHER 79.5 20.5
MANAGERS (FACULTY)
AND PROFESSIONALS
(FACULTY)-
LIDRARIAN 80 20
UPPER LEVEL 80 20
MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 76.Q 23.1
PROFESSIONALS 61.1 JIl.l)
SEMI·PROFESSIONAL 6<l ,W
SUPERVISOR 39.1 60.9
CLERK 7.7 92.J
TRADES OS
MANUAL 100
OTHER 69.2 JO.I!
TOTALS 68.0
The University of New Brunswiek indutles Full I)rofessnr. Assnci:llc
Professor, Assistant Professor ~nt.l Librnri:1n in one calcj;ury • Ihllt of
Mit.ldle and Other Mangers (Faculty) ~nd Professionals (l<"lIcully).
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Quebec
Cnncon.lia University. Documents Reviewed:
(I) Interim lJiagonstic Report on Full-Time Facully At Concordia
Univcnity, May 31, 1989 (lOR)'
(2) Concordia University Compliance Review Document, April 2, 1991
(Cnr
(3) Ilillgnostic Report on Female Administrative and Support Staff, March
4,1993 (DR)-
Concordia University announced its commitment to employment equity in
October 1986 by approving on Employment Equity Policy. In 1986 the University
signed ,m agreement "with the Quebec government to undertake n programme
(J"ncccs.i I'cgalilc (rAE) in which the single designated group was women" (CR,
~ll1rormntion provided by this document is distinguished by (!DR, p.#). Dala and information
rclcn.:ncc lor this document. related to the variables, is presented al the end of eaeh variable
Sl:ction 11l1d is also indicated by (lOR, p.II).
71 nflll million provided by this document is distinguished by (CR, p.II), Data and infonnation
rdcrcllcc lor this document. related to the variables, is presented al the end of eaeh variable
sectiun and is nlso indicated by (CR, p.II),
-Inrormation providl:d by this document is distinguishr:d by (DR, p.II). Data and information
rdcrencc lilr this document, related to the variables, i:> presented at the e~d of each variable
seetinn and is nlso indicnled by (DR. p.II).
"p. I). In May 1988, the University signed ils Ccrlilicnlc of COlilmitment to
implement employment equity according to the terms ;lnd cOlulilion~llrlhc FClkral
Contractors Program. A Task Force w:lscstnblishcd to:mswcrqucstiollS regarding
Employment Equity and 10 develop a sclf-idcntilication kit that was sct fur
distribution in September 1990. It was initially hoped to complete 11 diagnostic
report for the entire university hut this WllS deemed impossible due \0 ongoing joh
evaluation and the lack of availability of informtltion. Therclarc, it WliS tkcil.kd
10 produce two Diagnostic Reports, the first dealing wilh full-time m,:adcmic
faculty and the second with all remaining permanent administrative und sUPlmrt
staff. The first report. "The Interim Diagnostic Reporl On Full-Time Faculty Al
Concordia University, May 31. 1989", indicated:
(a) fulli!!y:
Female faculty carn 13% less than males with all avcr<1gc wage dillcrc11Iiai
of $8,201.16.
2. Over 66% of tile female faculty mtlke Ic!iS than $60,OOn whercl.ls J5.K% of
the malc faculty make Icss than $60,000.
J. At the salary level of $50.000 and less, 38.1% of female faculty make les...
Ihllfl $50,000, whereas 14.4% of male fueulty make less than $50,nOll.
4. At the $85,000+ salary level, there arc 1.8% females compared 10 2.9%
malcs.
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5. At the salary level of $35,000 and under, 1.1% of men make less than
$35,000 while 3.5% of women make less than $35,000.
6. The average salary for academic females is $55,019.27 and $63.220.43 for
llcadcmic males (!DR, pp. 5·9).
(b) Occupational Category:
In the academic ronks. men hold 75% of all probationary appointments
while women hold 25%.
2. Women arc underrepresented at the ronk of professor representing 10.3%
while men represent 89.7%.
3. Women represent 20% orthe positions at the Lecturer rank while men hold
RonA..
4. Women hold 26.4% of the Assistant Professorships whereas men hold
73.6%.
5. At the Associate Professor rank, 17.3% arc women, 82.7% arc men.
6. There nrc no female Lecturers or Full Professors in the Faculty of
Commerce and Administration and no women Lecturers, Associate
Professors and Professors in the Faculty of Engineering and Computer
Science.
7. There is n lack of womell (1.1%) among the professoriate in the Faculty
of Engineering and Computer Science. a Faculty which represents the
highest conccntration of Profcssors in the univcrsity (lDR. pp.S-I)).
(c)~:
Ovcr 6t% femalc faculty arc younger than 50 years of nge. whcrcas SO%
of men arc older than 50; the average age for rull-time wOlllcn raculty is
47.8 years, for men 49.9 years (lOR. pp. 5-9).
(d) Years of Service:
Women arc widely distributed ill years of servicc while the ,lctlml Jlumher
of women in any given year or range is very low; on the llVcmge. full-lime
male faculty have more years of service than women.
2. Full-time male faculty have 15.6 years of service eomptlred to 13.5 years
for females (lOR. pp. 5-9).
(e) Education:
There was no information in the documentation regarding education.
The second report. "Diagnostic Report On Female Administrative And
Support Staff, March 4.1993", which lookc<.l al Senior Administrators, Managers,
Professionals, Technicians. Administrative Support Starr (Clerks und Secretaries)
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and Service and Trades personnel, indicated the following for 19899:
(a)~:
Women nrc overrepresented in the salary ranges falling below $25.000 and
underrepresented in salary ranges found above $25,000.
2. The average salary for administrative females is $41,572.71 nnd
$47.324.34 for administrative males.
3. On average. across all employment categories, men earn approximately
$6,300 more per annum than women (DR, pp. 6·22).
(h) Occupational Cate!!ory:
Women held the majority (55.5%) of positions in the administrative and
support staff scctor which includes all pennancn! employees.
2. The administrative support category, which comprises all clerical and
secretarial employees. represented almost half(48.3%) afall positions and
was the only employment category where women represented a majority
(K4.9%) of the employees within an employment category.
3. The distribution of female employees across employment categories
indicate that 73.8% of nil positions occupied by women occur in the
Administrative Support cntegory.
"This report \ViiS published in 1993 but contains data for 1989.
"'4. Of the positions held by womell 0.6% and 0.9% were found in Ihe Tr.uks
and Services and the Senior Administration categories rcspcclin:ly.
5. Men were much more evenly distributed across all employment categories
(DR, pp. 6-22).
(C) lu:£.:
Women arc overrepresented in the agc groups between 20-44 and 60+. and
underrepresented in the age groups between 45-59.
2. On average, across all employment C3tCgOriCs. men were onc yenT older
than women and had two more years of service.
3. In three of the six employment categories (Mana~crs. Technicians, llnd
Services and Trades) where women were both older and had more scnimily
on QVClllgc, none had a higher nvcrngc sahuy limn men.
4. The average :lgc for administrative fcmnles is 42 years and 43 yeaTs lin
administrative males (DR. pp. 6·22).
(d) Years of Service
The average years of service for administrative Icm:Jlcs is 10.75 YClIl'S llnd
12.78 years for administrative males (DR, PI". 6-22).
(e) Education:
There was no information in the documentation regarding educatiun.
""Concordia University - Summary:
To summarize. although Concordia University has c01l\llliUcd itself ttl
employment equity by crcnling or all employment equity policy. l'Slllhlishing
employment cq.Jity committees. hiring employment o:quily persllnnel. muJ
conducting and producing employment equity rcports. it appcnTS lhal Cl1ncnr~li"
University docs not have the equitable employment system it nimcd 10 :lchicvc hy
the signing of the Certificate of Commitment to implement cmpluymcnt l'l.]lIily.
From the informntion rl~ccivcd. it appear.'; thnl women nrc undcrrcprcscllIcd ill
higher occupational classifications and overrepresented in lower occupatitJll:11
classifications. Furthermore, males cam signilic.mtly more than females in spile
of insignificant differences Ixtwcen age and years of service.
"
TABLE 11
CONCOlmlA UNIVERSITY AVERAGE SALARIES, AVERAGE AGE
AND AVEItAGE YEAH.S OF SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE AVERAGE AGE AVERAGE
SALARIES YEARS OF
SERVICE
ADMINISTRATIVE $47,324.34 4l 12.78
MALFS
ACADEMIC $63.220.43 15.6
MALI':S
AUMINISTRATIVE $41..S72.71
"
10.75
fOF;MALES
ACAln:MIC $55.019.27 47.8 115
n:MALES
TABLE 12
·CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY OCCUPATIONAL OISTRIBUTlONS IlV GENln:U
MALF.:SW_) FF.MALES{-I.)
FULL PROFESSOR 89.7 10.3
ASSOCIATE 82.7 17.3
I'RDFESSOR
ASSISTANT PUOFESSOR 73.6 2(•.4
LIBRARIAro. NA
UPI'[R LEVEL 70.5 295
MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 60.5 39.5
PROFESSIONALS 47.0 50.'1
SEMI·PROFESSIONAL 44.0 52.3
SUPERVISOR 40.5 57.1
CLERK 13.5 81.7
N1111. ~n1(lIi. "'4
MANUAL 100
OTHER 80.9 llloosn1nll ....4
TOTALS 66.41 JO.41
Faculty data is for 1989 and administrative data is for 1990 and hllscd
on dala obtained from the completed returned questionnairc! for CllCh
occupational group and not from the base population.
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McGill University. D{)cumcnl Reviewed:
(I) I~mploymcntEquity Fnr Women At McGiII- Diagnostic Report, May
1991 111
In 1988. McGill University announced its objective to "cncouTugt' and
facilitate the vo!untary implementation of a program of employment equity for
women" (p. 4). In order to carry out this objective the university conducted n
three phase project.
For Phase I. the University expected to generate a Diagnostic Report on the
employment conditions of women at McGill. Phase II required consulting the
university community, developing an employment equity policy and detailing
recommendations for improvement. Phase 1II included the publishing of a tIJree-
ye'IT pIon aiming at ensuring the provision of a work environment thai did not
discriminate against women (p. 4).
In 1989, an Employment Equity Coordinator \\lasappointed. The statistical
dllin was gathered from employment records, a questionnaire survey and individual
interviews. As well, "one hundred and thirty-seven people, randomly selected,
attended a series of perception analysis workshops designed to elicit personal
I"Data and information reference for this document. related to the variables. is indicated at
tlK' end of each variable section.
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opinions about the employment of womcn at MeGiW (po I).
The following provides information regarding acndcmie women:
(0) Si!lJ!I:y,
Above averagc salary differentials favour mcn nt aJl neaucmic ranks. as
high as $11.139 in some instances.
2. Of twenty-two possible eategorics iler(ls.~ Faculties. mcn IIhtained high':r
salaries in eighteen instances.
3. The average salary for academic males is $68.429.00 and for acauernic
females is $58.069.00 (p. I).
(b) Occupational Catef!0ry:
Women represent 17% of full-time tenure tntck sian' wilh 7.3% .11 the ranf:
of Full Professor.
2. Of fifteen Deanships. two ure held by womcn and thcre arc no wumcn at
the level of Vice-Principal.
3. At all ranks. men continue to be hired at a hif!hcr Icvel Ihan wOlllen.
4. Women hold 16% of the positions al the levcl IIf i\sSClCiatc Dcan.
Departmental Ch3ir 3nd Director of School or Institutes. (p. I).
(e) ll&<'
There was incomplete information in thc documentation regaruing age.
The information provided for unrnnked TC3chinf! Starr. Research Sluff and
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Academic AI.i;, llistrationiProfcssional Miscellaneous Staffindicatcs no significant
difference with average agc for males at 47.2 years and for females at 45.8 years
(IlP·I3I-134).
(d) Years of Service:
Acudcmic fcmales have an average of 9.5 years of service while academic
males have 14.1 years of scrvicc.
(0) fulllililln'
In Ihc six largest Faculties. thc proportion of females on full time academic
staff is much lower than the proportion of Ph.D's awarded 10 women.
2. The comparison of Ph.D's awarded to women wilh women on the
acndcmic staff suggests that female graduate students have access to few
fCffitllc role models (p. 22).
During Ihc analysis workshops, academic women related feeling detached,
secluded and hindered regarding salary and adVAncement. They also stated their
~Iiefthut they must pcrfonn better than their male counterparts to be Assessed on
an equal basis (p. I). The examination <If academic employment practices and
procedures ~revenls a decentralized system that allows a great deal of flexibility
nn the part of individual dep:lttments" but "evidence from McGill statistics
suggests that the nexiblc approach is having an exclusionary effect on some
women who arc not being drawn into the tenure-track stream" (p. 2). As the
9:!
proportion of womeil on the full-time lcnUre-lnlck st31T. al 17%. has chang.ctl nnly
slightly over the !:lst twenty years ~il appears that current hiring prncliccs arc
serving only to maintain the status quo" (p. 2).
Following is informalion on administrative and supporl staff:
(a) Si!!m:Y:
Average salary comparisons show that men earn higher salarics than
women at almost all classification levels cxcer: in lhe clerical and librnry
assistant classifications and in one of the four lower middle mllnagcll1ent
classification levels.
2. In all bUI four of the classification groupings. men curn higher sulurics than
3. The largest differences in salary occurs in areas where women have Ihe
least representlltion: upper-level technicians, unionized posilions. upper-
level middle management and the executive classilieations.
4. In the executive classifications, the difference is un astounding $26,3f17
despite the faci that females average four more years of service.
5. Males cam an average of $41.889.66 as compared to $37.6RO.75 filf
females (pp. 44-53).
(b) Occupational Category:
Women make up 55.8% of the population yet arc represented ut only 2lJ%
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in senior administrative positions.
2. Women arc overrepresented in the Clerical (88.2%) and Semi-Professional
clltcgorics (89.5%) and underrepresented in the Upper Level Manager
(16.3%) and Middle Manager (28.8%) categories..
J. Women in the administrntivc and support staff "felt their work is
undermined and underpaid, that their positions aTC classified on the low end
Df the scale and that the system effectively blocks the possibility of
advnnccmcnt into senior management positions".
4. The job evaluation system has caused inconsistcnc~' :"~cause of its
c1t1ssification system which has resulted in the majority of women being
classilicd althe low end of the scales. Furthermore, "many of the positions
in the lower middle mtlnllgcmcnl ronges have diverse and complex
responsibilities which arc not recognized or compensated under the current
systcm".
5. Positions at the upper end of the clerical and library assistant classifications
oneo include management responsibility which is not recognized.
6. In the administrative and support staff areas. these is no natural career path
similar to the professorial ranks of the academic staff. Career advancement
is self·initiated llnd entirely dependant on the availability of hig1}er
d3ssificd positions. Since there is no formal mechanism for career
9'
development. progression for women managers;~ morc diOicult mId results
in salary diffcrcnliuls.
7. Women in the administrntive and support slafr ranks do not. llll the
whole. exert much influence when it comes to policy development tIr
decision making, primarily due to their absence from positions uf pnWCT
within the University (pp. 1-77).
(e) tuJ.s:
On average, administrative females urc 40.7 years of ilgC and mlminislralivc
males arc 41.4 years of age.
2. Women in the executive classifications arc signilicantly younger nul huvc
more experience than men.
3. In the unionized sector. both males and females have simill1T years of
experience and age (p. 43).
(d) Years of Service:
Overall, thc average years of experience for administrative mules is 12
years nnd 11.9 years for administrative females.
2. Years of experience is not a factor that can account for such lurgc
differences in salaries sinee in most cases thc years of cxperience differs
by no more than one year (p. 53).
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(e) Education:
The highest level of education for administrative staff upon entering the
university was a bachelor's degree (36% women, 41% men).
2. The proportion of men and women wilh Master's degrees is identical at
8%.
3. flolh men and women have upgraded their educational qualifications
with thc proportion for men and women earning master's and bachelor's
degree being almost equal (11%aOO 6% respectively for men; and 9%nnd
6% respectively for women).
For academic staffthc report indicates that "Information in the McGill data
base on education and degrees received is self-reported, and was found to be very
unreliable for aillypcs of academic starr' (p. 15).
McGill University - Summary:
To summarize. the information obtained has indicated that, like the
universities previously discussed, although MeGill University has committed itself
to employment equity by hiring employment equity persJnnel, creating an
employment equity policy, establishing employment equity committees, and
producing employment equity reports, females are underrepresented in higher
employment categories and overrepresented in lower employment categories.
%Furthermore. males eam signific':lntly more Ih:l.n r~·"1.3ks with in.~ignilil":u\1
differences by age and years or service.
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TABLE 13
MCGILL UNIVERSITY AVERAGE SALARIES. AVERAGE AGE AND
AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE AVERAGE AGE AVERAGE YEARS
SALARIES OF
SERVICE
Af)MINISTRATIVE $41.889.66 41A 12
MALF.5
ACAllf:MIC $68,429.00 47.2 14.1
MALES
ADMINISTRATIVE 537.680.75 40.7 11.9
rF.MALF.5
ACADEMIC $58,069,(11) 45.8 9.S
FEMALES
'lR
TABLE U
*MCGILL UNIVERSITV OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS IIV (;ENln:1l
MALES(%) FF.MALFp~("I..1
FULL PROFESSOR 92.7 7.3
ASSOCIATE 80A
PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 71.S 28.5
LIBRARIAN 22.S 77.S
UPPER LEVEL 83.7 !6.J
MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 71.2 211./1
PROFESSIONALS 53.5 46.5
SEMI·PROFESSIONAL II.S
SUPERVISOR 30.9
CLERK Il.! 118.2
TRADF.s 99.1
MANUAL 82.1 17.9
OTHER 80.9 19.1
TOTALS
The breakdown by occupational group for Academic ~larr wa~ nllt
provided in the documentalion.
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Onlario
lJnivcr.iity or OUawa - Oneume". Rc\'icwcd:
(I) Workforce Analysis Of Administrative Starr, 198711
The main objective orthe University of Ottawa's Workforce Analysis of
Administrative Staff was to "prescnt an equity audit which provides a
comprehensive review orthe university's Administrative Staffand ils employment
slructures" (p. 1). The University of OUawa had committed i15elfto the principles
oj" I~mploymcnl Equity in 1985 lind in 1986 an Employment Equity analyst was
hired. The Vice-ReClor Academic formed an employment equity and education
cOl11millcc to examine the situation of women within the Administrative Starr.
Faculty and student ranks (p" VII). Prior to the release of this report the university
mluplcd 11 mission statement whieh included the idea "to continue to be 11 leader
in thc promotion of women in all aspects of university life" (p. VII). This study
eXrlmined the university's three major cmployment categories: Managers and
Pmlcssinnals: Tcchnieinns and Technologists; and Clerks and Secretaries. Each
majm category was divided inlo thrce groups: Junior; Intermediate; and Senior.
IID:lta and inlormntion reference for this document, related to the varillbles, is indicated at
the end of each variable section.
lOll
The report provided the following informotion:
(a) fullil!y:
For Administrative staff women's meun salary was shown to be belween
83% and 96% of men's me:m salary: these salary differences llre signilicant
within each category.
2. Women tended to be clustered in lower salaried [lOsitions.
3. For all administrative employees, the avemgc salary for 11l11ks is
$47,687.68 and $38.473.72 for females (p. 64).
(b) Occupational Category:
Women represented 63.5% of lhc university administrative staff: Ill' liteS\:
66% fall into the Clerks and Secretarics. 22% in Mnnugcri;ll and
Professional and 12% in Technical positions (p. 8).
Due 10 these inequities, the university undertuok a second almlysb;,
claiming thc need for an "in-depth analysis of the representation ofwomcn among
and within employment categories as well as within services" in order 10 ohtain
a more accurate depiction of the situation (p. 8). This second unulysi~ revcnled
that:
Women accounted for 87% of Clerks and SCl:rclarics and half IIf these
posilions fell within the Intermediate group.
2. Within the Mllllagers and Professional groups. the distribution patterns
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tcnded to be more complex and gender.related. Although women
accounted for 44% of Managers and Professional and men for 56%, the
overall representation ligures seriously masked the realities of distribution
pallcrns within this category. The Junior group contained 67.1% women;
Intermediate 27.1%; and Senior 5.8% compared to men representation of
21.9% in Junior; 49.5% Intermediate and 28.6% Senior.
3. In the Junior group, women are overrepresented and comprise small
percentages of the Intermediate and Senior groups whereas men arc more
evenly distributed throughout the three employment levels.
4. The review of the Technicians and Technologists categories indicates that
at 24%. women arc underreprescnted. A further analysis indicated that nol
only were women predominantly occupying the junior and intcn.ledinte
groups but also the lower levels of these groups.
5. The profile characteristics differ in both career patterns and education as
in the Intcmlediate nnd Senior groups there was a significant number of
incumbents who entered the university as managers or professional whereas
incumbents in the Junior group genernlly had becn promotcd from within
the univcrsity's two other employment categories.
6. The documcntation concludes. "systcmatic discriminntion has been
nmnifcstcd through occupational segregation" (pp. 9-14).
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(c)m:
The agc data provided was for the four m:lin c1l'1Ssilic:ltion c:llcgork-s:
Clerks and Secretaries, Managers and Professionals, Technici:ms llnd Technologist
and Library Technicians. The data indicated no signilieant diiTerenee Octwecn the
overall average age of males at 38.5 years and fcmales at 39.1 yems (pr. 54-(11).
(d) Years of Service:
For women at the Junior and Intermedhltc groups the average yeaTS or
service for the four main classification areas for administrative sInn'
indicates the males h.!lve 11.27 years ofscrviee oml fcmales 10.09 (pr. 51l-
62).
(e) Education:
1. There is no signilicant gender difference in the years of education :lnd
years of seniority. Therefore, education and seniority cannot Dc used to
explain why women primarily hold the junior positions within the
administrative staff employment group.
2. In tcrms of education, many employees in the Junior !Jroup do not
have a post-secondary degree; instead they havc ncquircd relevant
experience within the university, In compnrison. the majority of
Intermediate and Senior Managers and Professionals hold a university
degree (pp. J3 - 43).
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University of Ollawa - Summary:
To summarize. the information outlined above suggests thaI although the
University of Ottawa has indicated its commitment to employment equity by
creating an employment equity policy, hiring employment equity personnel.
establishing employment equity committees, and conducting an employment equity
tlnalysis, fcmtllcs arc underrepresented in higher employment classifications and
overrepresented in lower employment classifications. Furthermore. males cam
signiliclIntly more tn.an females in spile of insignificant differences by age and
years of service.
10-1
TABLE 15
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA AVERAGE SALARIES. AVERAGE Ala:
AND AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BV GENtlER
AVERAGE
SALARIES
MALES $47,687.68
FEMALES $38,473.72
AVERAGE AGE
38.5
39.1
AVERAGr. YEARS 01,'
S.:nVICE
11.27
10.09
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TABLE 16
·UNIVERSITY OF OTfAWA OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
BY GENDER
MALES (%) FEMALES(%)
fULL PROFESSOR 78.1 21.9
ASSOCIATE 78.1 :Z1.9
PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROfESSOR 78.1
LIBRARIAN 78.1 21.9
urPER LEVEL 77.4 22.6
MANAGF:n
MIDDLE MANAGER 61.1 38.9
PROFESSIONALS 49.7 50.3
SEM I·PROFESSIONAL 62.8 37.2
SUPERVISOR 30.0 70.0
CLERK 13.5 86.5
TRADES 84.4 15.6
MANUAL 72.2 27.8
OTHER 46.8 53.2
TOTALS 62.33 37.67
FM£ulty data is fur 1'189-90 Ind administrative data is for 1991. The
U~Jvtrsity of OllllVa indudes Full Professor. Assodlltc Professor,
Asslslant Professor Ind Librarian In one category. Teaching Siaff.
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University OfToronlo· Documents Reviewed:
(1) Employment Adion Plan Annual Rcporl1988 _ 1989 (EAI')u
(2) Employment Equity Annual Report 1992·1993 (EER)IJ
The University of Toronlo announced its commitment to implementing
employment equity in September, 1986 by signing n Federal Contractor's Program
certificate and approving an Employment Equity Policy in March of 1986. In the
Fall of 1988, the University's Employment Equity Action Plan was released. 'nU)
Action Plan included conducting a workforce survey. an evaluation of current
workforce infomlBi:ion and reviewing fonnally Dnd informally human resource
employment policies and practices in order to identify barriers 10 employment
equity. This internal analysis required "collccting data on the pal1icipation of
designatcd group members in the University's workforce by occupational groups
and salary level" (EAP, p.3). This analysis was conducted with n questionnaire
survey aimed at obtaining information to aid in idclltifying possiblc problems untl
Ill nformation provided by this document is distinguished by (EA), p.II). Data anti
infonnation reference for this document, relateJ to the variables, is presented at the end of each
variable section and is also indicated by (EAP, p.N).
Illnformation provided by this document is distinguished by (EER, p.#). l)ata und
information reference for this document, related to the variables, is presented at the end of each
variable section and is also indicated by (EER, p.N).
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SIJCCCSSCS rcprding the dislribul.ion ofdesignatcd groups members. Also intended
to reveal what and v.ilcre, b3rricrs might exist, and to provide lhfo context and
rtItionaJc for developing employment equity goals and tirnc1.abJes.lhe analysis was
aimed at establishing I baseline against which 10 me.:..._..iC progress (EAP, p. 3).
During onc ~k in March, 1989, over 9.000 employees in nearly 300
departments n:tcived survey kits. Approximately two-thirds of these were
completed and returned find it was the intent of the Committee to conlact the non-
respondents during the Fall of 1989 (EAP,p. 4). Examination oflhe Report failed
to provide information regarding salary, age, years and service, or education.
However, a telephone call to the Employment Equity Offletr at the University of
Toronto indicated that the avmge salary for males and fem.1lcs. The Employment
Equity Officer was ul'I3blc to supply the other information.
Although statistical dam was not provided by the Action Plan. a second
document. the Employment Equity Annual Report, 1992-1993 indicates thai some
progress wa! mode between 1989 and 1993. Evidence of this progression occurred
with the Employment Equity working group releasing a report focusing on Faculty
and Librarians aimed at setting goals Ilnd strategies for achieving employment
equity. A similar report for Non-Unionized Administrative stafTwas completed
in 1992. In another effort employment equity seminars were developed lind
provided for all senior administrotors and, as a pilot, to a group ofsenior academic
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administrators. Also, 1992 was the first year that the university had been able to
measure advancement townrds established targets in accordance with the
university's Employment Equity Policy (EER. p. S 1).
In keeping with the three of the four key components of the Employmellt
Equity Policy which are directly related to women. the advancements occurred liS
follows:
Component I of the policy required "Endeavouring to ensure that the
University policies and pmcticcs do not have an adverse impact 011 the
participation and advancement of designated group members" (EER, p. SI). In
this regard three reviews were conducted: the Non-unionized Administrative Stall'
Policies Review; the Acoocmic Staff Policies Review; and the Unionized
Administrative Staff Collective Agreements Review, The Non-Unionized
Administrative Starr Policies Review was completed and submitted to the Vicc-
President of Human Resources in 1992 as well as to the university staff
Bssoeiation, This review was to be used by both parties to assist in cxamining
existing policies and for developing new policy, Thc Academic Staff Ilolicics
Review has resulted in revision to the Policy and Procedurcs on Academic
Appointment and revisions to the Policy and Procedures on the Appointment of
Academic Administmtors. The Unionized Administmtive Stafr Collective
Agreemcnts Review indicated that, as the collective agreements came up for
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rcncW'JI. the negotiated contracts would contain an increased commitment 10
achieving employment equity. As well, most negotiated contracls included
:Irrangcmcnts forlhc creation ofajaint Employment Equity Committee, consisting
of management and uRian representatives, for the purpose of developing
employment equity progrnms for each union.
Components 2 and 3 required "Setting goals consistent with the Policy, and
timetables and plans for llchicving them" and "Implementing programs to facilitate
the participation and advancement of designated groups" (EER, p. 82). In Ihis
rcgnrd, two strategies were implemented. First, advertising for Faculty now
conveys thallhc University is actively interested in hiring members of designated
groups 10 its aClldemic stalf. Second, statistical tables arc now required displaying
the number of applicants by gender, as well as the number ofinlerviewces coming
from ellch of the fOUf designated groups (EER), (pp. 51-52).
Represenlation data for the workforce from May I. 1991 to April 30, 1993,
while failing to providc informalion on age, years of service or education,
indieilles the following:
(II) fullilry:
The saillry data availablc is for aCildemic staff only and indicates,
on averagc, males earn $83.734.78 and females $69,462.34 (EER. p. S4).
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(b) Occupational Category:
For all Staff there was a slight increase in representation of women from
23.26% to 23.82%.
2. For Faculty and Professional Librarians there were slight increases in the
representation of women from 23.26% to 2],82%.
3. For Non·Unionized Administrative Siafflhcrc was a slight decrease in lhe
representation of women from 67.61% 10 67.58%.
4. For Administrative Unionized Staff there was a slight dccrc<lsc in the
representation of women from 42.71% \0 40.72% (EER. p. S4).
University of Toronto· Summary:
To summarize, although the University of Toronlo has indicatctl ils
commitment to employment equity by creating an employment equity policy,
fonning employment equil,y committees, hiring employment equity personnel. ami
producing employment equity documents, females nrc underrepresented in the
higher occupational classifications and overrepresented in the lower occuplItional
classifications. Salary data indicate that males earn signi ficantly more than
females. The Employment Equity Officer was not able 10 provide information
regarding age and years of service.
III
TABLE 17
·UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO AVERAGE SALARIES. AVERAGE AGE
AND AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE
SAL.ARIES
MALES 583,734.78
FEMALF,S 569,462.34
AVERAGE AGE
NA
AVERAGE YEARS OF
SERVICE
NA
NA
Salary data is availmblc for academic staff only.
TABLE 18
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO OCCUrATIONAL I>ISTI~IOUTIONS
BY GENDER
MALES(%) FEMALES ('Y.)
FULL PROFESSOR 90.7 '.3
ASSOCIATE 77.0 23.0
PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 68.2 31.8
LIBRARIAN 21.6
UPPER LEVEL 80.5 19.5
MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 55.1
PROFESSIONALS 51.0 49.U
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL 45.6 "'A
SUPERVISOR 21.1 78.9
CLERK 14.2 85.8
TRADES 94.6 'A
MANUAL 97
OTHER 41.4 58.6
TOTAL.S 58.3 41.7
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Western Region
IInivcrsitv Of Alhertll ~ f)ocumcnl Reviewed:
(I) Opening Doors: A Plan For Employment Equity At The University
or Alberta, January 7, 19941~
The University of Alberta committed itsclf to developing and implementing
employment equity by signing tl Certificate of Commitment on March 24,1987.
The University's commitment was furthcrccnfirrncd with the announcement orthe
c.~lablishlllcntof the President's Employment Equity Implementation Committee
which was 10 develop an employment equity plan for the university (p. 7). The
Employment Equity Policy was approved on June 25, 1990. The Employment
Equity PIll" included a criterion for the "Collection and Maintenance of
Inl'ormation on the Employment Status of Designated Group Employees, by
Occupation and Salary Levels and in Terms of Hiring, Promotion and Tennination
in Relation to all Other Employees" (p. 13). On October 7,1991. an employment
equity census questionnaire was distributed to all employees. Reminders and new
census questionn:lircs were sent to all who did not return by October 31,1991.
1~lJata and inform<ltion reference for this document, rel:lted to the variables, is indicated at
the end of each vnriablc section.
The final return rate was 83.0 percent. a rate that this university cOllsid~rs
significant and one of which they arc proud (p. 14). Results from th~ survey
indicate the following:
(a)~:
I. On average, males earn $43,081.60 and lemales earn $35.1197.60.
2. In all categories. women were paid less than men.
3. In some cases. such as the Middle (lnd Olher Managers. Professionals.Semi·
Professionals and Technicians. Foremen/Women and Skil1c<.1 Cmfts and
Trades Categories, women were being paid significantly less thall 'heir
male counterparts (1'.25).
(b) Occupational Category:
1. "The representation of women, at 49.8% of the Univcrsity of Albertn's
workforce, is greater than their representation in the local. provincial nod
nalional labour forces". However. the University of Alberta stated th<ll
although this may indicate there is little or no cause for concern regarding
the representation of females in this university's workforce. a Cllrcful
examination of the data revealed that women arc not well represented in
nil occupational groups.
2. Women were underrepresented in the Upper Managers (16.6%). Middleand
Other Managers (35.1%), Professionals (26.6%), Trades (4%) and Manual
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Workers (14.3%) Categories and were overrepresented in the Clerical
(91.8%) category (pp. 16·20).
(c)~;
There was no information in the documentation regarding age. However,
a telephone cull to the Employment Equity Officer indicated thaI, the average age
for males stands a144.7 and 42.0 years for females.
(d) Years of Service:
There was no inlbrmlllion in the documentation regarding years of service.
Ilowcvcr, a telephone call to the Employment Equity Officer indicated that, the
average years of service for males is 19.9 years and 18.4 years for females.
(e) Education:
Information regarding education was not available.
University of Alberta - Summary:
To summarize, although the University of Alberta has committed itself to
employment cquity through the creation of an employment equity policy,
establishing employment equity committees, hiring employment equity personnel,
nnd conducting and producing employment equity reports, women are
underrepresented ill higher occupational classifications and overrepresented in
lower occupalional classifications. Salary dala indicates that males earn
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significantly more than females in spite of insignilico.nt dHTcfCllttS bct\\\.'Cll age
and years of servi~.
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TABLE 19
·UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA AVERAGE SALARIES, AVERAGE AGE
AND AVERAGE YEARS 0.' SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE
SALARIES
MALF.s 543,081.60
FF.MALF,5 53',897.60
AVERAGE AGE
42.0
AVERAGE YEARS OF
SERVICE
19.9
18.4
Salary ualn for Upper Level Managers is not indudcd due to the
populalion bdng Ics! than five.
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TAULE 20
*UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA OCCUPATIONAL D1STRIUUTlONS
BY GENDER
MALES{-!.) FEMAU:S('Y_j
FULL PROFESSOR 91.0 '.0
ASSOCIATE 77.5 22.5
PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 60.8 39.2
LIBRARIAN NA NA
UPPER LEVEL 83.3 16.6
MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 64.9 35.1
PROFESSIONALS 73.4 26.6
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL 58.0 42.0
SUPERVISOR 13.$ 116.5
CLERK 8.2
TRADES 96
MANUAL 85.7 14.3
OTHER 49.4 50.6
TOTALS 63.S 36.S
Librarians arc includcd in Middlc and Othcr Manlll;cl"ll and
Professionals Occupational Groups. Thc data is bascd on thc numher
of complcted returned qucstionnaircs for cach oceupalional Kroup lind
nol thc basc population.
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Univcnity or Calgary - Document! Re"irn'fd:
(I) Employment Equity, Annual Report. 1990-1991 (AR}I'
(2) Second Complianc:( Review Report, March, 1993 (eR)"
The University of Calgary consented 10 achieve employment equity by
signing its CcrtiliCtltc of Commitment on June 2, 1987. The University
reaffirmed its commitment by submitting a Com!1liance Review Report in June of
1990. Prior to submilling its report, an Employment Equity Survey was conducted
;n January,l990 and the results from the survey provided the initial employment
equity data base.
The data obtained from the survey indicated that women are
underrepresented in the Upper Level Managers, Semi-Professionals and
Technicians. ForemcnlWomcn and Skilled Crafts and Trades occupational areas
and overrepresented in the Supervisors, Clerical Workers and Service Workers
occupational groups. The dab also indicates that in 1990, there was a ·problem
"Information provided by this document is distinguished by (AR, p.I#). Data and information
reference for this documellt, related to the variables, is presented at the end of each variable
section and is ttlso indicated by (AR, p,#),
'~ITllormation provided by this document is distinguished by (CR, p.II), Data and information
reference for this document, related to the variables, is presented a\ the end of each variable
section and is also indicated by (CR, p,#).
1:!11
wilh the salary analysis using the employment equity occup:ltions groups" (\s thc
groupings "arc too broad to be of much usc" (AR. p. 13).
Although all universities arc required under the Federal Contractor's
Program to implement employment equity in order to obtain a TCpresentative
workforce, the University of Calgary's Second Cumplillnce Review Report of
March 1993 indicates that bctween 1990 and 1992. the ovemll c1mngc ill
designated group representation was minimal:
(a)~:
Data for the period from 1990 to November 1992 demonstmte that men's
salary remained greater than women's in all occupational categories exccpt
for the category of supervisor.
2. The average salary for males and females between 1990 and 19()2 WllS
$43,582.90 and $35,979.40 respectively. Upper Level Managers were
excluded from this analysis because lhe population wus considered to be
100 small (CR, p. 14).
(b) Occupational Category:
The overall representation of women in the University's work force
decreased between 1990 and 1992 from 50% to 48%.
2. Female represcnl.ation in the Middlc and Other Managers occupation'll
group increased from 41% in 1990 to 43% in 1991 and to 44% in 1992.
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3. The: rcprcscntnlion ofwomcn in the Professionals category decreased from
46% in 1990,104]% in 1991 1044% in 1992.
4. The representation of women in the Semi-Professional and Technicians
group increased slightly from 26% in 1990, and 1991 to 27% in 1992.
5. The representation of women in the Supervisors category increased from
87% to 91% in 1992.
6. The representation ofwomen in the Foremen/Women group increased from
11% in 1990 to 22% in 1991 and 1992.
7. Little change has occurred in women's representation in the Clerical
Workers category; the ligures show from 93% in 1990, to 91% in 1991 to
92% in 1992.
8. The representation of women d::creascd in the Service Workers area from
60% in 1990 to 56% in 1991 and 1992.
9. The representation of women decreased from 21% in 1990 to 20% in 1991
to 14% in 1992 in the Skilled crans nnd Trndes group.
10. The representotion of women decreased from 43% in 1990 to 41% in 1991
nnd 1992 in the Other Manual Workers category (CR. pp. 18-23).
(c) 6J:&. (d) Years of Seryjee and (e) Education:
There wos no information in the documentation regarding age, years of
service nnd CdUCtlllvll. A telephone call 10 the Employment Equity Officer failed
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to provide this information.
University of Calgary. Summary:
To summarize. like the olher universities previously discussed. although the
University of Calgary has indicated its commitment to employment equity hy
creating an employment equity policy. establishing employmcnt cquity committces.
hiring employment equity personnel. nnd conducting employmcnt equity audits.
no widespread improvement had occurred bctwcen 1990 and 1992: the overall
representation of women in the University actually decreased by 2% during this
time. Women remain underrepresented in the higher level occupational categories
and overrepresented in the lower level occupational categories. Finally, salary dati]
indicates that males earn significantly more than females. Information regarding
age and years of service was not available. The University of Calg:lry and the
University of Toronto were the only two universities of the eight surveyed th'lt
failed to provide data on age and years of service.
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TABLE 21
UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY AVERAGE SALARIES, AVERAGE AGE
AND AVERAGE YEARS OF SERVICE BY GENDER
AVERAGE
SALARIES
MALES $43,582.90
FEMALES $3S,979AO
AVERAGE AGE
NA
NA
AVERAGE YEARS OF
SERVICE
NA
NA
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TABLE 22
·UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY OCCUPATIONAL DlSTRIOUTIONS
BY GENDER
MALES(%) FEMALES("!.)
FULL PROFESSOR 80 20
ASSOCIATE 80 20
PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 80 20
LIBRARIAN SO 20
UPPER LEVEL 75
"MANAGER
MIDDLE MANAGER 55 45
PROFESSIONALS
"
41
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL 76 ,.
SUPERVISOR
"
CLERK 10 90
TRADES
"
MANUAL 100
OTHER 60 40
TOTALS 65.8 J4.2
The Univenity of Calgary includes Full Professor, Associate l'rofclIlIor,
Assistant Professor and Librarian in one catcj;ory that of Univcrslty
Teachers. As well, the Administrative data is balled on the number of
replies returned from the Employment Equity Quutionnaire lind nnt
the base population of the university.
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Review of Documentation Summary
From the documents reviewed, it seems evident, that universities have been
unable to address inequities amongst their workforce in spite of their significant
commitment 10 the principles of employment equity. These inequities appear in
salary and occupational category differences. On average, across all the
universities included in this study. males are remunerated at approximately
$55.201.00 and females al $43,412.00. Women seem substantially excluded from
academic positions, from career advancement in non-academic ranks and from
most senior academic, administrative and support positions. The evidence
indicates that men are overrepresented in the higher classification ranks Ilnd
women in the lower. Women are underrepresented in academic dtpartments and
salary differentials have indicated the favouring of men in all academic ranks and
non-academic classifications. There are obvious inequities within classification
levels as well which cannot be explained by differences in age (44.42 years for
males and 42.:16 years for females) and years of service (13.84 for males and
12.31 for females). Beetluse the mtljority of universities surveyed failed 10 provide
data on t..>ducation levels it is difficult to determine the effect of educational
differences. Some of the universities failed to provide any clear distinctions with
regard to occupational category, salary, years of service or age for Faculty and
Staff employees. Of the eight universities analyzed, Concordia and McGill
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universities were the only two that provided this information: the others grouped
Faculty and Staff together for all the variables. As well. the hreakdown by
occupational distributions were not the same for the eight universities. The
University of New Brunswick, University of Ottawa. University of Alberta and the
~ .University ofCalgary did not provide occupational distributions for raculty oy the
categories outlined by the Federal Contractors progrnmme but rather include
Faculty in one category. Concordia University, University of Alberta and the
University ofCalgary provided occupational distribution data lmsed on the number
of questionnaires returned by employees and not on the base population (If the
university.
Thus. although it appears that discrimination. as the literature suggests. may
be occurring at a variety of levels. at the hiring or promotion stage. for instance.
the documents do little to identify specific barriers to women's advancement. This
is a key issue. Presumably. employment equity policies have as thcir goal the
elimination of historical incquitiesjust as compliance review reports arc expected
to serve as a critical process in the identification of barriers and in the
implementation and monitoring of action plans. Yet the documentation implies
discrimination. while providing little direction for change with regard to specific
practices, such as promotion and tenure, the assignment of the' Y' value nnd so
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary or Research Findings
The examination of the documcntnlion and information obtained from the
vilrions universities. as shown in Chapter 4, clearly indicates continuing inequities
in lhe university workforce. Following the research questions posed earlier. this
sectiun provides an overview of the curren! situation.
According to the informlllion contained within the Employment Equity and
Compliance Review Reports from the eight sampled universities, what sleps
have been laken to implement employment equity?
This lllHllysis indicates that all the universities surveyed have followed the
guidelines scI out in the Federal Conlractors Program by collecting data and
puhlishing the results. by hiring employment equity officers and by developing
employment equity policics. Despitc these initiatives. however. there is little
inclic;llion that barriers to employment equity have been removed.
Are there inequities in terms of sex and rank, and if so, where do they
occur?
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As indicated earlier not all the universities surveyed provided the nL'Cc~s::\ry
information and some only partial information was presented. Ne\'Crthcle~~. thi~
analysis has demonstrated that. for all universities which rendered information in
terms of salary, occupation. age, years of service and education. inequities
continue to exist. All universities remunerate males at a signilielllltly higher level
than females; the average wage differential is over $11.000. These inequities
appear across all but one of the occupation groups with males. lor the most part.
occupying the higher academic and adrninistriltivc employment categories nlll!
women the lower in spite of similar years of age and years of service: un llveruge
men are 44.4 years of age and hold 13.8 years of service. while women arc 42.R
years of age and hold 12.3 years of service. The documentation summurized Ii.Jr
education information obtained from Dalhousie University, MeGill University and
the University of OUawa establishes that education levels eunnot he ll!>Cd ((J
explain why women occupy lower positions within the univeniity or why they
receive salaries lower than their male counterparts within the same employment
categories. As shown the other universities surveyed failed to provide information
regarding education levels.
J. For whieh employment categories of workers, e.g. faculty, administrative
staff, do inequities, if any, exist?
12.
Mosl universities provided data on employment categories since this was
a requirement unucrthe Federal Contractor's program. This information indicates
that, on average, women arc overrepresented in the Supervisor (74.6%) and Clerk
(88.5%) categories and underrepresented in the Full Professor (13.35%), Associate
Professor (21.47%), Assistant Professor (29.97%), Upper Level Manager
(19.65%), Middle Manager (38.16%), Trades (6.22%) and Manual Workers
(11.77%) Categories. The sender distribution for the Librarian employment
calegory uppears, on average, to hi: equitable across universities at 49,11% female
and 50.89% male. However, as the University of New Brunswick, University of
Ottawa and the University of Calgary include Full Professor, Associate Professor,
Assistant Professor and Librarian in one category, the data for these universities
is difficult to interpret by occupational grouping. For the universities which
provided this information, Dalhousie University, McGill University and the
University of Toronto, indicate that women are overrepresented at 77.6% in the
Librarian category. The Semi·Professional category, for these universities, is the
only one that seems equitable at 51.17% female representation.
4. Ate there inequities which are unique to specific institutions or are they
commonaCToss all?
Gender inequities exist in all but one of the employment categories, the
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Semi-Professional category, across all the universities survc}'~'d. Inequities arc
particularly evident in the Full Professor, Associate Professor, Upper Level
Manager and Trades calegori~s, where. on average. for all universities tlml
reported this infonnation, over 70% of all workers IITC male. Furthermore, in the
Clerk category and Supt'fVisor's categories, over 80% and 70% respectively or all
workers across the universities surveyed are female. As noled previollsly. there
is an imbalance within and across universities regarding the rcpOiling of
information for the Librarian employment category. Based on the information
obtained. however, women arc overrepresented in the Librarian category at over
75%. Again, it seems evident that mlllc~ are clustered in the more prestigious lllld
higher paying classification categories while females arc oOen most found in the
less distinguished and lower paying categories.
5. What are the implications of these incquities, if any?
This study implies that gender discrimination against women, in terms of
employment equity, is noticeably present in university institutions, a finding which
tends to confirm the idea that gender inequities are not unique to the private sector
but apply to universities as well. Since the analysis indicates that women are
consistently clustered in lower paying and le!;s prestigious occupational categoric$,
the concepts of glass ceiling and wall of tradition seem appropriate for describing
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the situation. Women in universities apparently face severe barriers \0 obtaining
higher paying and senior positions; they seem unable 10 progress to the most
senior ranks. It also appears from the virtual absence of women in higher paying
and higher ranked positions that occupational and employment discrimination may
be occurring in the selection, interviewing and the hiring process as well as in the
assignment of duties, promotions and pay. although it is worth repeating that it is
difficult to dctennine exactly where the barriers lie. Nevertheless, the view that
women are only suited for lower level occupational positions appears to be
supported by this analysis. a finding which has sirong implications for women,
universities lind the entire workforce.
It is not hard 10 imagine how Ihe clustering of women in lower
occupational categories with mediocre salaries and little or no chance for
promotion can scrve 10 rcduce the quality of women's lives economically,
professionally and personally. It has been argued that any environment that
condones gender inequality not only contributes to, but also maintains the attitude
that women's inferior status is part of the natural order and the normal way of life.
Any male-dominated institution may have difficulties overcoming discriminatory
behaviour towards women and correcting the prejudicial environment.
Univcrsities may be viewed as stiff clitist institutions engrossed in
conservativc and traditional values through inequitable employment practices. It
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seems fair to say that any organization that discriminates for any rcnson is rar
from being progressive as this behaviour Gilly serves 10 ensure the status quo nnd
encourage a stagnant environment. The message that women arc not sufficiently
qualified to take their place in the upper ranks is quickly dispersed through the
student and workforce network and can affect the recruitment ofsuperior academic
students and highly competent Faculty and Staff. The institution's credibility as
a dynamic and progressive institution is therefore questioned. doubled Ilnd
jeopardized. By implication, the act of keeping women at lower employment
categories, regardless of their education and experience, devalues their experience
and expertise. The overall result may be that the university and society arc
deprived of the full talents and the potential of the female population resuhing in
a society that fails to produce at full capacity. Economic inequality affects nOl
only the female employee but may aITect the Canadian economy as a whole if
women are not encouraged to develop to their full potential.
Recommendations
Although all of the universities examined have documcnted their
commitment to employment equity by creating employment equity committees.
policies and positions. it appears, for the mosl pari, that universities have been
historically uninterested in women employees and have not traditionally had a
I3J
strong desire to achieve equality for women. Therefore, although academics and
administratol"5 within ~ univmities have examined. analyzed and criticized
society's views of women, it appears that they have done so while continuing 10
maintain gender bias in their own institutions. Genuine equality fOT all employees
31 univcnitics can only be achieved by eliminating systemic diSCliminatory
barriers. Now more than any other time in the past, universities need to be able
10 draw on the abilities and skills or all people, just as all human beings must have
the right to develop their potential and strive toward their own aspirations. It
seems 3bsurd and unfair to intentionally interfere with the complete development
of any individual. fcmnlc or male. The following rcrommcndations are aimed at
providing counsel and advice 10 universities regarding the overall issue or
cmploymenl equity.
Education nod Training:
Equity education is cssentilll if everyone is to be informed of the
Employment Equity AellUld its importance to the organizalion. As well, equity
education would help everyone recognize lhat employment equity provides
opportunilies and benefits for nil employees. Therefore. universities must provide
opportunities for women employees to bc retrained for positions whieh have
typically been male·dominlltcd perhaps even providing employees with the
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qualifications they need. Employment equity edlKalion is csscntinl for prm'iding
opportunities for women to advance to senior positions. but this advancement 1I1ust
be accompanied by comparable salaries.
Policies and Procedures:
Employment equity Icgislation requires revision so that all employers. nol
just those covered under the Federal Contractors l'rograll1. could be expected to
implement employment equity policies and procedures. 'nlis revised Icgislatiun
should have guidelines. such liS those provided by the Federal Contractor's
Program. requiring employers to collect and analyze data on a regular basis l'or a
dctermination of whether equity has been established. As well. strong penalties
for not complying wilh the legislation should be clearly stated. It would be
helpful as well if the reporting procedures. as required under the Federal
Contractors Program. could be modified to call1ain both quantitative and
qutllitative measures. Allhough lhe gotl1cring of numerical dutu is important, the
identification of systemic barriers requires a full qualitative analysisufull pulicics
and procedures. Qualitative measures would allow women to speak out on issues
encountered in the everyday activity of the workplace perhaps rc\'caling more
specifically where such barriers exisl. All employers should IK: required to
provide reporting information that is consistent. As indicated in the information
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obtained from Ihe universities studied, a number ofunivemties failtd 10 provide
caWn pieccsof information while other univer-sitiescombincd data ....il.ich resulted
in data which is difficult to analyze. 1lJc compliance review analyses should be
based upon a S1andardir.cd survey form for use by all employers in preparing
ann~1 reports and designed 10 ensure that the data gathered conforms 10 standard
dc~nilions. The survey fonn should also include a means of identifying people
who ~rc members of more than one designated group so Ihallheir numbers cnn be
identified separately. The measure of education levels obtained by employees is
nOlll requirement under the Federal Contractors Program lind therefore. for the
mosl part, tnc majority of univtrsities failed to provide this information. This
infonnation is critical in order to conduct a thorough review (or determining
inequities and should be made mandatory under the Federal Contractors Program.
Although there are fines and $lCICtions applied to Federal contractors that fail 10
implement employment equity, it is recommended that penalties be increased
dranlatically in order 10 communicate dearly the scriousnes5 of discrimination and
inequality in the workrorce. SlICh increases in fines and sanctions would provide
a strong message that discriminatory practices will not be tolerated.
University Envjronment:
In order to create an environment that is free of gender bias ell universities
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should have n well-publicized statement of their commitment to achieving gender
equity. Gender neutral language in all university publications. documents.
curricula and classroom and work sctlings would confirm this commitment us
"''Quid gender-sensitive eounscllinll, career-opportunity nnd other services.
Employment Equity Offieers responsible for the collection and maintenance of
employee data should be further empowered to monitor und aid in the
implementation ofall recommendations for the achievement of employment equity.
Advancement and hiring practices should be addressed. In terms of advancement.
programs should be created that provide for the instruction and development of
women in areas that would provide upward mobility. These programs should be
developed to suit the needs of females by providing temporary assignments. jon
rotation and on-the-job training. In terms of hiring. mannllers should be
encouraged to seek cnpable and competent women applicants, As well. some
thought should be given to selccting women wnen there nrc two identically tmined
llnd capable candidates and the female representation within the occupational
category is significantly lower than the male representation. Women chiefly
occupy the lower positions within junior and intermediate groups. To ensure the
progression of women into higher positions within their occupational categories,
career streams should be developed and progress assessed in terms of increased
responsibility Bnd complexity of duties, As women arc underrepresentcd at the
IJ7
Full and Associate Professor levels as well as the Intermediate and Senior groups
of the Managers and Professionals category, there is • great need 10 ensure a more
balanced rcp~nlation of women among the professoriate. As such, the
university should aim to equalize the malclfemale numbers and set lime lines
under which this is 10 be accomplished. As one way of doing this, special
financing could be provided for the establishment of new positions for females and
for the provision of incentives for the employment of more women. In this
regard, universities should cstabli5h search and recruitment approaches that ate
more likely to encournge applications from women candidates. As well, in order
\0 encourage the consideration of women for employment and administrative
positions. universities should do their best 10 place women on all appointment,
lenure and promotion committees; this process would become easier as more
women an: hired to the professoriate. An exarnino.tion of sped fie policies and
practices must be conducted in order to develop and implement employment
equity. Such an examill3lion could consist of a review of job descriptions.
classifications. recruitment, promotion and tenure procedures with the aim of
nbolishing nny obstacles in the fonn of gender based assumptions, language or
stereotyping. Funding for training programs should be made available to enable
women within Ihc university system to advance. In order 10 encourage the
implementation and continuance of employment and equity measures, universities
13"
should conduct. and provide for public viewing. an nnnun! report of the
female/male breakdo....n of applicants. short-listed candidnlcs, interviewees. olTers
and appointments. This report should also provide a brcakdo"," by rank. tenure.
salary, full-time and part· time.
Recommendations For Future Research:
This study should be repeated within five years in order to ascertain i r
significant progress has been achieved regarding employment equily.
The information gathered by universities on employees IOl1lcly fOClL~CS on
full·time workers totheexclusion of part·time. Therefore,it is rccommcn~cdlhal
a study be undertaken 10 determine the status oroll cmplJYccs. both part-lime nnd
full-lime. regarding the issue of employment equity. In light of the data presented
in Ihis study, it is <llso recommended Ihal steps be taken to provide role models
for women in university settings thereby helping to raise the employment
expectation levels for women. This study only focused on eight Canadian
universities whereas tbere are approximately 6S universities and 80 collcSes in
Canada. A future study should be conducted to survey 100 issue of gender equity
among the academic and non-academic staff of all these institutions. Items to be
included in the study should include such things as those previously discussed as
wcl1llS education, career aspirations, and any other barriers perceived to hinder (he
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crnployee'sadvanccment. This would be a major undertaking but worth the effon
irthc: results suctttdcd in bringing the inequities to the forefront
Women arc: not newcomers to the worid of work as it is a rare organization
thai has no women in it. The full integration of women into all lcvds and
occupations of the l'o'Ol'k world is not solely the responsibility of individual ....'Omcn
desiring enlry nor is it the responsibility of the employers. Rather, it is a shared
l"l,'sponsibilily. Successful integrntion of women inlo the workforce means
providing 11 work environment that is equitable. The process should begin with
the provision of cleot. accessible information about the currenl situation.
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